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OPINION 

Summary 
In thisdcdsion, we adopt $305.2 million in price ceiling reductions for 

Pacific Bell (Pacific) as a permanent offset for its receipt of uni\'ersal sen'ite funds 

from the California High Cost Fund (CHCF:B). In Decision (D.) 96-10-066, we 

afforded the five large and n\id-size local exchange carriers (LEes) participating 

in ~he CHCF-B the opportunity to request a pe~anent rale reduction offset 

rather than using the surcredit mechanism we adopted. Pacific is the fitst LEe to 

make such a tequ"est. 

Pacific and other parties present six proposals for a pem1anent offset. The 

proposals differ as t() which sen'ices are recommended for reduction, and the 

antount and structure of the reduction for each service . 

. The goals that guide us in choosing the n\Ost appropriate permanent offset 

are: (1) to target the services parties demonstrate Contain implicit subsidies; (2) to 

ensure the rate reductions we adopt result in sustainable prices; and (3) to reduce 

the rates within these services in a manner which benefits the broadest base of 

customers. 

In addressing our first goal, the targeting of specific services, we recognize 

thatnot all of Pacific's services provide implicit subsidy support for universal 

service. The services identified by parties all contribute a high margin of revenue 

oVer direct costs; this contribution is available to meet Pacific's shared and 

conlmon costs and to provide an implicit subsidy toward the cost of other 

sen'ices. 

We meet our sc<:ond goal, sustainable prices, by reducing implicit 

subsidies from services that face competition today or may (ace competition in 

the future in a manner that does not provide Pacific an unfair competitive 

advantage. In ontcr to ensure that Pacific cannot unilaterally raise these prices, 

-2-
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we also lower the pricc ceiling for these servUes to the level of tates herein 

adopted. 

To achle\'c broad·based customer benefits, our third goal, we reduce 

implicit subsidies in all the services that we identify as providing impliCit subsidy 

support and we do it in a manner that provides benefits to the greatest number of 

customers within each service. 

While we al~ocate price ceiling re<iuttions to ail identified high matgiil 

services, we provide the largest r~uctions totoli'beccluse it has the highest 

contribution margin and has historic~l1y (ontriblit~ the htghest impliCit ~ubsidy 
. . 

support. We allocate thetoU reductions only .tothe b.ask residential a~d business 

schedules, not to the discount calling plans, and we do not set prkes below leve)s 

now existlng in the competitivt? market. We O\aintalfl the C~tru"f\issi()n's eXisting 

policy of paritY between residential and"bu~ir\ess prices, providing the funds to 

support thi~ by a less~r reduction in ceilirtg prices (ot custom calling services. 

Also atissue in this pl'oceedin~ is the elasticity ta·ctors that should be 

applied to toll or switchedacce~ prlce r~ductions lot Pa.cific to reflect the 

demand stin\ulation caused by price changes. We find the elasticity study 

presented by Padfic is reasonable for Pacific given its clirrent market conditions 

and, therefore, \\'e adopt its factors. We find the re(ord here does not allow us to 

make a determination regarding the reasonableness of these elastidt)' factors for 

CTE Caliiomia, Inc. (CTEe). 

The specific price reductions we adopt are attached as Appendix C. A 

compar"ison table of the parties; proposals \vith our adopted revenue reductions 

is shown on the next page. 
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Table 1 ,',--"" 

Pacific Bell A.97-03-004 
Summary of Parties' Proposals,andAdopted Revenue Effects 

($000) 

Service Pacific ORA TURN 
Ae<:.ess - Switched 
AeccsS;~ Transport (NlC) (7.400) (52.000) 

'- Subiotal,.(3-):' (7.400) (52.000) 
, ' 

, , 

(72.000):', ' Business-Tell ~'Basic' 
BusineSs.TOll- OCPs (53.300),-

" '. ~, .: 
TotaI::BusinessToli ' (125.300) ': (68.000) 
Residence/ioll,~ Basic 

, ,'" ),. 

(140~600) , 
Residence':ToU;~ OCPs. (31.900} 
Total' Residence Toll, (172~OO) (93~ooO)--, . 
TotatTon '" (297.800)'-' (161.000) 

Zone Usage Measurement (11~.200) 

Local Usage, (l94.000~ 
Total ZUMILoeal Usage (77.500) (304.200)' 
Custom,Calling (14.700) 
Other - Unspecified 
Totals.,(4) (305.200) (305.200) (304.200)-

(l) See Appendix A 
(2) Rounded to nearest $100.000. 
(3)-Ineludes~revenues of services for which reductions were requested. 
(4)Totals.~y notadd t(). $305.2 million due to rounding. 

Mer/AT&T Sprint 

(1~1.740) (13~00) , 
(1:;'1',322) (139~000) 
(263.062) 052.500) 

- " 

(42.138) -- (152.500) , 
(305.200) (305.000) 

EPRM (1 ).(2) Adopted (2) 

(14.500) $ (63.600) 
(9.400) 

(23.900) S (63,600) 

(17.200) ($35.100) 
08:400,.-
(35~600)' , ($35.100) , 
(47.200) - (SI18.900) 
(10.300) , 

(57.500) (SU8.900) 
(93~loo) (154.000) 

(ll.OOQ) (SI8.600) 
(36.600) ($61.900) 
(47.600): ' (80.soo) -
(20.100) ($7Joo) 

(120.so0),' 
-, (305.200) (305.200) 
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I. Procedural Background 

A. Overvl$w 
In Rulemaking (R.) 95-01-020 and Investigation (I.) 95-01-021, which 

were consolidated and fi1&.i on January 24, 1995, the COJl\mission ()pened a 

proceeding to develop rules to pursue unh'crsal service goals in a competith'e 

telecommunications environment. This proceeding is part of our comprehensive 

review of how state regUlatory policies need to respond to the opening of 

nl0nopoly markets to competition, It is also one of the three prOCeedings the 

CommiSsion initiated to facilitate the opening o( local exchange 

telecoJi.ln\unications n\arkets to competition. 

The transition from monopoly to competitive telephone n'tarkets 
t. 

began at the federal level inlong distance competition. This accelerated in 1982 

with the divestiture by-American Telephone and Telegraph COIl\pan}' of it~ local 

exchange telephone service under an antitrust consent decree between the U.S. 

Department of Justice and American Telephone and Telegraph Conlpany (the 

Modified Final Judgment). Recognizing the inroads of competitiOil into local 

exchange markets, the Commission in 1987 took the first step to convert the 

regulation of its LEes to an incentive (orm of regulation. 

In 1.87:-11-033, the Commission stated its intent to explore the 

implications of both relaxing its ban On intraLAT A (Local Access Transport Area) 

competition and reforming its pridng policies. This investigation developed a 

New Regulatory Framework (NRF) (or CaUfornia's two largest LECs, Pacific and 

GTEC, and culminated in the Implelnentation Rate Design (IRD) decision, 

0.94-09-065, which ()pened intraLATA toll markets to competition beginning 

January 11 1995 and ul\dertook a revenue rebalancing and rale design to move 

the price of services toward cost while reflecting expected levels of competition. 

-5-
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Building on the foundation laid in 1.87-11·033, the Comnltssion in its 

November 1993 report ElIlu",ci" .. ~ Cali/orll;a#s Compt'lilil'" 5ITt'lIglI,: A 51mlegy fl.)T 
Telcctllmmmicaliolls 1llfmstruclllrt· stated its intent to open aU tel~on\munkations 

nlarkcts in California to competition by January I, 1997. The legislature adopted 

this policy in Assembly Bill (AB) 3606, codified in Section 709.5 of the Public 

Utilities Code. 

In D.94-12-0531 the Commission adopted a roadmap plan to facilitate 

. the introduction of local exchange competition. This plan recognized three areas 

of technical and policy isSues related to local exchange competition that would 

need to be addressed in a coordinated manner in separate proceedings. Today, 
--

this plan moves forward with: technical costing issues related to the unbundling 

of nehvork elements (UNEs) and Operations Support Systems (OSS) and pricing 

issues for UNEs and wholesale service being handled in the Open AcceSs and 

Network Architecture Development (OANAD) proceeding, R.93-04-003/ 

I.93-M-002j issues related to universal service being handled in R.95-OI-020/ 

1.95-01-021; and the implementation rules governing local competition being 

handled in R.9S-(J.t--043/I.9S-().I-044.1 

B. Comments on the PropOsed Decision 
Pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 311, the proposed decision 

of the assigned administrative law judge was mailed to all parties. Comments 

and reply comments on the ptOPOfed decision \Ver'e timely filed by PacifiC, AT&T 

Con\n\unkatlons of California, Inc. (AT&T), Mel Telecomnlunications 

Corporation (Mel), Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), Sprint 

I See also D.95-07-05O (60 CPUC id 536) for additional background on the universal 
service proceeding Order Instituting Investigation (OIl)/Order Instituting Rulemaking 
(OIR). 
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Conuuunic"Uons Company L.P. (Sprint), and The Utility Reform Network 

(TURN)i opening comments only were filed by the two groups representing the 

small LECs. This decision n\ak('s several changes based on l"arlies' comments. 

The major change we adopt is in response to Pacific's comments 

that the proposed decision erred in not recognizing that the toll price reductions 

it proposed for residence and business basic n\essage toll service had dropped to 

levels that could effect the viability of some of Pacific's discounted optioneH 

calling plans. We cortect this inadvertent errOr by reducing the amount of toll 

reductions to a level that does not dtop beiow any of Pacific's toll discount 

calling plans. We reallocate the available revenue resulting from our toll changes 

to a further reduction to switched acceSS service prices .. 

Also in response to conlntents, we (1) change three custom caUing 

prices in Appendix C, (2) provide further support (or our discussion on switched 

access service clements, (3) round the toll/ local usage, and ZUM prices adopted 

in Appendix C to four places to the right of the decimal point in order to 

accommodate Pacific's billing system, and (4) adopt recon\ineIided minor 

revisions to the decision for purposes of clarification and correction. 

C. The Universal Service Proceeding 
In 0.96-10-066, the Conurussion finalized the universal service rules 

that it originally proposed in 0.95-07-050. The legislature through AB 3643 

(Stats. 199-1, Chapter 278), which became effective January 1, 1995, provided 

guidance as to the type of issues the COnunlssion should address in the universal 

service OIR/Oll. Specifically, AB 3643 directed the Commission to examine the 

current and future definitions of universal service in telecommunications with 

the following objectives: 

-7-
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(1) Define the go~1s of universal service givcn the new 
technologies and increasingly competitive markets, with 
emphasis Qn the tote of basic service in oouc,ltion, health 
c,ue-, and tn the workpJace~ 

(2) Delineate the subsidy support needed to maintain 
universal se(Vice in the new competitive markct. 

(3) Design and tetohUl"tend -equitable and broad based 
subsidy support for universal service in freely 
compet1tiv~ markets. -

(4) De\'elop a process to periodiCally review-a-nd revise the 
definition of universal serVJce to reflect new technology 
and markets. 

(5) Address the issues of "carrier of last resorf' and 
IIfranchise obligations." (Stats. 1994, Chap. 278, Sec. 2{a).) 

In developing its final rules, the Commission fiist proposed draft 

rules for written comment and, after reviewing the comn\ents, held a foil panel 

hearing. Following this, the Commission co-hosted with the State and Consumer 

Services AgenC)' 13 public participation hei\rings, and then held workshops arid 

evidentiary hearings on issues 'pertaining to the {onnutation of a proxy cost study 

for determining the cost of basic st?lVices. 

In D.96-10-066, the Con\mission decided that the five large and mid· 

size LECs (Pacific, GTEC/C6ntel, Citizens Telephone Company, and Roseville 

Telephone Company) would be included in a proxy cost nlodel calculation (or 

detenl'tining universal service support. They, as other carriers of last resort 

(COLRs) who serve high cost areas in their sen,ice territories, are eligible for 

subsidy support through the newly created CHCF-B. 

As required by Orderit\g Paragraph 8 of 0.96-10-066, all California 

tele<'ommunications carriers, effective with the hilling cycle that began 

February t; 1997, are requited to charge all end users the CHCF-B surcharge, 

initially set at 2.87%, for all telecommunications services except Universal Lifeline 

-8-
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TdephollC Scrvices billings, r,lfcs set by contr,\ct prior to September 15, 199-1, 

coin-sent paid calling, debit card n,~ssages, one·way radio paging. usage charges 

to coin operated pay telephones, and director}' advertising 

The 17 smaller LECs in CaHfomia arc not subject to the rules 

applicable to the CHCF-8 fund. Instead, the smaller LEes continue to be eligible 

for universal service support under the preexisting California High Cost Fund, 

now referenced as CHeF-A. 

In order to avoid a windfall to the five large and mid-size LEes, the 

Commission directed that afiy explicit subsidy suppotl received from the 

CHCF-8 shall be reduced by the same amount through an equal percentage 

reduction (or all services eXcept lor basic servite rates. In 0.96-10-066, We 

afforded the five large and ri\id-siz~ LEts the opportunity to request by 

application a different offset methodology that would reduce rates or price caps 

downward to pcrmanenlly of(sN the explicit subsidy support. 

D. Pacific's ApplicatIon 
On i\1arch 6, 1997, Pacific filed its application requesting that the 

estimated $305.2 rnillion it will receive each year ftonl the universal service fund 

be offset by $297.8 million in permanent reductions to residential and bu'siness 

toll ceiling prices and $7.4 nlillion in reductions to switched access ceiling prkes. 

Timely protests to the application were filed by AT&T, Evans Telephone 

Company et al. (small LEes), GTEe, t,,{CI and Sprint, ORA, TURN, and 

\VorldCom Inc. 

In its application, Pacific requests t6 include this proceeding in the 

Commission's experimental Senate Bill (58) 960 program. Under the 

experimental program, the COlnmission selected arepresentati~e sample of 

proceedings to operate under experimental rules <'ind procedures in order to gain 

experience with management of Con\mission proceedings under the 

-9-
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requircnwnls of S8 960; the requirements of S8 960 became effective on 

January I, 1998. Thecxperimenlal rutes that govern this procE'eding are set forth 

in Resolution ALJ-170, adopted January 13, 1997 (Experimental Rules). 

On ~1ar(h 11, 1997, Pacific amended its application to indude a 

proposed scoping memo pursuant to Experimental Rule 3.a. An interested 

parties submitted preheating conferenCe (PHC) statements addreSsing Padfic's 

proposal, a Pl-IC was held on April 24, 1997, and additional PHC comn\el'lts wete 

filed by parties on ~iay 5, 1997. 

On July t I, ·1997, Assigned C(,mmi~sionet Knight issued a Final 

&oping Memo (SCoring Memo). Pursuant to Experimental Rule 5, the Seoping 

Memo confirmed the categorization oflhis ptOC:eeding as ilratesetting,iJ adopted a 

procedural timetable (with projected submission date), and specified the issues to 

be addressed.! 

In the &opirig Memo, Commissioner Knight ruled: (I) to proceed 

with Pacilic#s application in o.rder to implement rate reducti6ns in a timely 

manner, recognizing that there is uncertainty u~til the CHCP-B is operational 

and that the COn\ll\issloi) may need to revisit the rate reduction it adopts herej 

(2) to examine elasticity in this proceeding; (3) to not address the COncerns of the 

13 small LECs who currently elect to participate with Pacific i~ pOOling and 

settlement arrangements for tollJ access, and private line services in this 

proceeding, but to refer those issues to the existing CHC~-A filing mechanism; 

(4) to deny G'rEC's request that the Commission delay Pacific's ability to 

I The scoping 'memo adopted a ptoj~ted submission:ddte of December 17, 1997. A Joint 
Assigned Commissioner and Ad~inistrathie taw Judge's (AL) Ruling o~ November 7, 
1997, changed the subn\iSsi~_n date to FebruaIY.. 20, 1998 to reflect the late adjourlunenl 
of the hearings, th~h6liday Season, and the schedules Oft,he neW tuleinaking and 
investigation on OSS performance 'and the OSS phase: of the OANAD prOceeding. 
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implement aU of its requested rate reductions until after Pacific raises its basic 

service rates to the statewide average cost of providing basic service; (5) that 

0.96-10-066 allows Pacific to request a pcnrianent reduction in the manner Set 

forth in its application and that the Merits of its proposal will be litigated in this 

proceeding; and (6) to limit the use of cost data in this proceeding to costs that 

have already been adopted by the Commission.' 

Evidentiary hearings were held in San'Prandscoon October 14 
through November 5, 1997.Pursu'ant to Experimental Rule 9(b),'a closing' 

argument was held on October 28, 1997.C>pening briefs Were filed 01\ january 9, 

1998 and reply briefs 01\ February 20, 1998, at whi~h time the matter was 

submitted,· 

Interested parties who participated in the hea.rlrigsare Padfic~ , 

AT&T, the PaCilities-Ba~ Carriers (FBC), C'rEC; MCI1 ORA, Sprint andTURN.s 

, In rul!ngoh the smali LECs"l'cquestjthe Assigned C6mmissic)J\er sta'ted ~hat he .. 
expected Pacific,subsequ~ntto a d~dsion iri this ptOceedin~ to\Vork eXpeditiously and 
diligently \\'ith the small LECs in order to detetn\il\e the 1Jindustry" settlement effects 
resulting from this decision and to provide each small LEe a repOrt of its share of the 
industry Settlement Qifects so that each LEC can make adet~rmiJ\ation as to whether it 
should seek re(overy from CHeF-A. Further, Pacific should (oJ\currentl}, serve the 
Commission's Telecommunications Division a copy of this repOrt, together with 
supporting workpapers. 

t Pursuant to ExperiMental Rule9(d);-a final otal argum~l\t betorea quorum of the' 
Commission will be held. Pursuant to ALJ ResoluHon 175, the dosed session provisions 
of the final S8 960 rules do not apply to this proceeding. 

s FBC (onsists of ICG T~lerom 'Group, Inc., NEXlLINK California LtC, and the 
California Cable Television ASSOCiation. 
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II. Permanent Offset for Paciflc·s Explicit Subsidy Support 

A. Issues 
The prin\ary issue before the Commission in this proceeding is what 

is the appropriate permanent offset for the CHCP-B universal service fund 

subsidy support authorized Pacific in 0.96·10-066. In that decision, the 

Commission adopted as an initial ofiset nlechanism an ~qual percentage 

reduction methOdology (EPRM)for an rates, except fot resid~ntial basic service. 

The Commission adopted this mechanism because it resulted in the most 

competitively neutral outcome i,n the short term and ptoVided an immediate 

offset without much controversy. 

f'arties in this pr<X'ee<iing present six different proposals (or the . 

Comn\ission's consideration. Underlying each proposal is a re<:ognition that the 

rate reductions ate rc\'ertue neutral to Pacific, and are being funded by a 

universal service surcharge on the monthly bills of all retail customers of 

telecomn\unicati6n services in California. Each party addresses the goals the 

Commission should follow in deciding which services should be reduced; which 

customers using those services should benefitl and what the effect of this 

reduction should be on Pacific's monopoly and conlpetitive markets. 

In addressing the issue of benefits to customers, several parties 

recommend the Commission appl}t little or no reductions to switched access 

services because these reductions may not be flowed through to the customers 

who pay the CHCF-8 surcharge. The purchasers of switched access service are 

the interexchange carriers (IXCs)1 who use this service to provid(' toll service to 

their retail customers. TURN, Pacific, ORA, and FBC all question whether tHtd 



how price reductions to switched access service will be flowed through to the 

customers of toll scn'ices, especiall)' the less clastic t01l customers.' 

In raising this issue, parties dte to D.96-10-066~ where the 

Commission chose to directly surcharge aU customers of telecommunications 

services in Califomi" rather than adopt a funding mechanism that surcharged the 

telecommunications c,nriers. In 0.96-10-066, the Commission states it chose its 

funding mechahisn\ to ensure (1) that custqmecs of less elastic services and 

customers Who live in high co~t areas do not pay higher charges' than customers 

of competitive services, i.e. that the funding mechanism be tlrompetitively 

neutral/' and (2) that aU customers would be dearly in_Comled of the sour.:e of the 

subsidy. 

Also at issue in this proceeding is the elastiCity factors that should be 

applied to ~U\}; price reductions to toll and switched access to refled the demand 

stimulation caused by price changes. The higher the magnitude of ~he elasticity 

factor used, the greater the rate reductions Pacific will need to Il\ainta~n revenue 

neutrality. As discussed in Sectiol\ Ill, \'",e adopt an elasticity factor of ·Q.20 (or 

toll and ~.24 for s\\'itched access. We use these 'elasticity factors to (omPll:te the 

pricing reductions We adopt in this section. 

In order to implement a permanent rate reduction proposal in this 

decision, we need. to address several issues. First, we discuss the current stahlS 

of the CHCF-B lund and establish when the offset we adopt here is to be 

c({eclivc. Next, we specify the actual ceiling rates, price floors l or surcrc-dits that 

'lVe use the generic term eJastidty to refer to the price elasticity of demand. The'price 
elasttdt)' of demand is the percentage change in demand generated by a 1% change in 
price. (See SeCtion HI below.) Therefore, an elastic customer is one wh~e amount of 
usage of a service is most sensitive to price changes. 
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our ~hoice of a permanent offset provides and adopt a procedure for reconciling 

Pacific's $305.2 mIllion (>Stimate with its actual draw. Finan)" we decide whether 

to adopt a mC<'hanisrnto annuan), true-up changes ill Pacific's actual draw (ron,\ 

thc univers<,l sen'ke fund \vith the adopted ceiling rate reduction offset. 

8. Part/tis' PropOsals 

1. PacIfic 
" " 

10 its application, Pacific proposes to reduce fates (Of its 

highest margin se~vke, intniLATA toU; by $297 million and to reduce" another 

high margin service, switched access, by $7 million. Switched access is the 

switching and transmission service pro\rided by Pacific to connect cnd-users with 

IXCs and vice versa; (or the IXC it is a building block of toll service. 

Pacific requests to reduce toll'p~kes for bOth its basic service 
. . 

and its discounted Optiortal Calling plans (OCPs)~ and requests to change the 

threshold lor residential customer discount eligibility fronl$5/month in toll calls 

to $20/lnoI\th. Pacific allocates $172.5 million to residential ton reductions, for an 
average- 24% price decrease and $125.3 million to business toll reductions, lor an 

average 28% price dC(n~·ase. It states its proposal benefits virtually all ~ust6n\ers. 

Pacific states that adoption of its proposal ,viti level the 

competitive playing field by removing the in\pHdt subsidies from. toll and setting 

these prkes in line with those of its competitors. It testifies that toll is the market 

where it (aces its most con'lpetition and where its prices contain the highest level 

of subsidy. It concludes that when presubscriptioi\ is allowed fot IXCs, Pacific~s 

current toll prices will no longer be sustainable.' 

, Presubsaiption is defil\ed i~ D.97·()6.104 as the ability of a telephone customer to 
deSignate (or presubscribe to) a communication carrier and thHeaftet dial toll caUs 
within a LATA without having to dial additional numbers. 
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In testimon)', Pacific presents an analysis sho\\'ing that the 

rclati\'e contribution levels, using rcvenue to cost ratios, is higher for toU than 

aCC($S, even after its proposed prite reductions. In Us opening testimony Pacific 

emphasizes that toll provides more rontrib • .ition per minute than does access. In 

repl)' testimony, Pacific disputes AT&T's relaHvc ~ntribution analysis and 

demonstrates that toll has a higher reve~ue t6 cost ratio than access. It asserts 

that the IXes are currently earning high profit ~eyeis because they did no~ flow 

through to customers aU of the substantial switched access price reductions 

adopted by the Corrimissiqn in IRD ,and that the IXC~- (an match the proposed 

loll price reductions by simPly reducing their profit~ to fair and reasonable levels. 

PaCifiC states that no anti-cornpetitive price squeeze occurs 

between toU and switchedaccess prices under its proposal because Pacific's rates 

reli\ain aboye the price floors establish¢d by the ConUrussion. It asSerts that -it 

faces the same eCono-~ic costas d~ its IXC competitors \vhen providing access to 

itself because Pacific's cost includes the opportunity cost of not selling ac(ess to 

the competitor at the retail rate and colleCting-its authorized contribution. 

It does not recommend rate redll<:tions (or local usage and 

zone usage measureinent (ZUM) and custom calling services, stating that the 

price distortions in_ toll calls need correcting prior to addressing these services. 

Pacific asserts that toll has a higher contribution margin than either service. 

Further, for custom calling services, the volumeof services ~ny one customer can 

order is Hnlitcd. Fot local usage, Pacific asserts the Commission should look at 

local access lines as wen and consider the low n\argins for these services. For 

ZUf..1, Pacific slates that inltaLATA toll calls are priced much higher than ZUM 

calls of the same distance and therefor~ should be the first category to receive 

price reductions. l .. 
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Pacific asserts that in D.96-10-066 the Con'tmtssion granted it 

the right to determine which prices to permanently reduce to offset its rc-ceipt of 

CHCP-B funds and that its proposal should be adopted without n'lodific,'\Uon. 

2. AT&T 
AT&T proposes that Pacific's receipt of CHCF-B funds be 

offset by reducing switched access prices to economic cost in order to promote 

economic efficiency. It asserts this is competitively neutral and results in 

considerable Consumer benefits'. Specifically, AT&T prbposes $263 millIon in 

price reductions to switched a~cess with the Commission choosing the services to 

receive the remainder of the offset. 

It pledges to'pass through the cost savings it receives from 

switched access price reductions to its residential customers pl'6p6rtional "to the 

amount of revenue these customers currently contribute. In response to criticism 

that it did not flow through IRD reductions,'AT&T presents a ~tudy"whkh shows 

that between 1987·1995 it reduced toll prices in excess of the Comrrussion

ordered access charge reductions. 

AT&T testifies that the COinmission should target for rate 

reduction the services where competition itseI( will not redu'ce the rates to cost. 

Another reasOn supporting switched acceSs reductions is that" price redudions to 

inputs at earlier parts in the production chain have larger beneficial economic 

impaCts. Pacific's proposal amounts to a vertical price squeeze and is therefore 

anti-competitive as well as iileffidel\t. 

In its testimOll}', AT&T recommends the use of a prite markup 

calculation (Le., the markllp as a percentage of the prke) for comparing levels of 

contribution, hot the total dollar of contribution. Using a prke markUp 

comparison, AT&T's (alculations show a highet markup for acceSS than t()lI. 

Thert~ is no need to allocate a shared cost that the incumbelit incurs and the 
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coolpetitors do not. Even if there were a need, AT&T argues that it would be 

efficient to allocate the ~'burden" by an equal percentage markup so as not to 

disturb the relative price ratios. 

3. Mel 
lviCI also rC(on\mc'nds the rate reduction offset be targeted to 

reduce switched access prices to direct eConomic cost. With AT&T, it sponsOrs a 

taritE exhibit showing specific rate element reductions. Mel states that the 

COmnUssion should: 

.1. teduc'e the prices for serVices currer,tly and historically 
priced substantially above ec:onomic cost in order to 
support universal service; 

~. reduce the prices (or the least competitive and most 
essential services and, thus; 

3. ordet those price reductions that would best promote 
competition, consUMer welfare, and economic growth in 
Caliiornia. 

~iCI views switched a'ccess as a bottlenec:k service and testifies 

that continuing above-«lst pricing leads to thtee types of inefficiencies: allocative 

{ecoriofllic weltate)j productive (not enough incentive to provide service at 

lowest cost); and dynamic (no incentive to innovate). The COlTU1\ission's 

imputation rules, even with a structural separation (i.e., having toll operated by a 

separate subsidiary); is: ineffectiv'e it'l-mitigating the price squeeze problem 

because only PacifiC incurs the economic cost of access whereas its toll 

cornpetitors must incur the retail rate. 

r..1CI asserts that it did paSs through alllRD access reductions 

but the time period ptesentedby Pacific is too short; Mel dtes AT&T's study as 

e\,idence of its -now through._ I(ple~ges to pass through to consumers any 

reductions in switched-~ccesspnce$ adopted here. 
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4. Sprint 
Sprint recommends the COlnmission focus reductions on 

switched aC(css in order to avoid a prke squeeze b)' Pacific.· It fl'''Ommends the 

elimination of the Nem'ork Intet('onnedion Charge (NIC), one of (our rate 

elements of the switched access tarUi that were created spedfically as subsidies. 

Elimination 01 the ~IC is an appi6ximate $139 million rate 

reduction. Sprint re(on'Ul\ends the ~oIl\mission impute a corresponding $139 

million redw~:tion to Pacific's intra LATA toll price floors, thereby 'allowing Padftc 

the ability to rriatch the switched access reduction. The remaining $27 million 

should be used to r~uce the lotal switching element, to be matched with an 

equal amount of additional reductions to Pacific's toU prke floors. 

Sprint also commits to passing through any switched aC(ess 

reduction. It dOeS not provide any specifiCs as t6 how this will be dOne. 

5. FBe 
FBC recoJiurtends that the interim EPRlvl surcredit be adopted 

. ' . 

as perlllanent fot Pacific as it is the most con\petitively neutral proposal. A 

princip)ethe Commission should adopt is to reduce prkes to those who 

cOhtribut~ to the CHCF-B .. 

FBC states that Pacific's proposal only serves its own interests 

and has already been rejected in 0.96-10-066. Paciiic WQuld have to reduce its 

toll rates in any case to respond to competition; CHCF-B funds should not be 

used to finance Pacific's competitive response. 

FBC explains \Vhy the EPRM is ~onsi~tent with the FCC's 

actions in its recent Ac(t'ss Charge Rt'jom, Order 1 and the IXCs' proposals are not. 

It states the FCC found ~at be<:ause universal service costs are intermingled with 

other costs al\d implicit "subsidies cannot be readily distirtguished (rom other . 

costs, the FCC chose not toteduce interstate accesS charges to cost but instead to 
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restruchne them, relying on regulatory changes and market forces to nlove 

access charges gradually, not immediately, toward cost. 

6. ORA 
ORA stales that D.96-10-066 provides dear direction that 

CHCF-B funds should be evenly distributed among many services and classes of 

customers. Its proposal does this on a competitively neutral basis and in a 

manner that does not pose an administrative burden. ORA's proposal in its 

direct testimony is to reduce toll by $218 million (residential by $134 million and 

business by $84 million), switched access by $52 million, custom calling services 

by $13 million, and Centrex services by $23 million. 

In its reply testimony, ORA changes it recommendation to 

reflect the benefits of reductions to local usage and 2UM. Its proposal is to 

reduce toU by $161 million (residential by $93 million and business by $68 

million), switched acceSS by $52 million, local usage and ZUM by $78 million, 

and custom calling by $15 million. 

ORA testifies that Pacific's request to substantially reduce only 

toll rates is neither competitively neutral nor does it foster universal service. It 

beJievcs Padfic's targeted toll reductions arc anti-competitive and need to be 

balanced by sufficient decreases to switched access and other services. It 

proposes to reduce the NIC element of switched access by 500/00 To address the 

problem of the IXCs not passing through all of the access reduction, ORA 

recommends the Commission order a pass through. 

ORA reports that the contribution from curtent residential toU 

ceiling rates (based on average revellue per minute) is less than the contribution 

from current bu·siness toll rates. Under Pacific's proposal however, this 

relationship would reverse, and residential toll service would provide mOre 

contribution than business toll service. 
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Another ORA concenl is Pacific#s proposal to change th~ 

current residential direct discount plan by f"ising the volume threshold fronl $5 

to $20/month. ORA believes this will disproportionately harm tow·income 

residential customers and recommends it not be adopted. 

7. TURN 
TURN r~oJ1linends the Commission apply three criteria in 

tonsidering which rates to reduce. First, and most importantly, the Commission 
. .' 

should take into account the degree of competition which exists now, or will in 

the near term, for a given service. Second, the Cori\I11ission sh()uld consider the 

degtee to-whiCh a given service is currently priced above cost. Third, the 

Commission should consider the extent 'to which the service undet consideration' 

is essential to users of the network, i.e. \vhich rate reductions will best promote 

our universal service goals. 

Based on the above criteria, TURN recommends a $19-1 nlillion 

reduction to local usage prices and a $110 mHlion reduction to ZUM prices. Local 

usage and ZUM are local exchange services"whkh are among Pacific's least 

competitive services. TURN favors redudng local usage and ZUM over custom 

calling services because the former are essential services' while custOln calling 

features are discretionary. Local usage and ZUM are also more eSsential services 

than toll or custom calling. 

TURN does not lavor using CHCF·B funds to reduce switched 

access charges because it believes customers, not carriers, should be the direct 

beneficiaries 6f offsetting rate reductions. While the Commission could order a 

mandatory flow through of any switched access reductions, TURN does not see 

this as a workable solution because structuring and enforcement of a flow

through requirement would be fraught with administrative problems. TURN 

believes the IXCs, it not closely monitored, will try to flow through a 
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disproportionate amount of aCcess charge reductions to their highest volume 

customers and to new customers in prol'notional offerings. 
" " 

It:' support of its position, TURN compares the IRO access 

charge roouctions of about 2.5 (ellts per minute for Pacific with how AT&T's 

rates have actually changed since n~D. It states some rate schedules actually . " 

increased, such as con\merdal Message Tele(ommunicatiot\s services (r..iTS) 

rates, and both residential and commercial (a"lling card rates. Residential ~iTS 

rate reductions since nib iau far 'short of the access chaige reductions. To" the 

extent AT&T passed through its fRD access cost reductions at aU, most of the rate 

reductions bypassed the basic ton service used by many residential and small 

business customers. 

C. Discussion 

1. Commission Goals 
The purpose of this prOCeeding is to -Offset Pacific's estimated 

$305.2 million annual dra\'" from the universal sec"vice fund, CHeF-B, in order to 

avoid Pacific receiviilg a windfall of both a subsidy from'the CHeF-"B fund and 

monies from the irriplidt subsidies rontained in rates (or services which ar~ 

priced to help o((set the costs of universal service. 

Our goals in adopting a late tMudion are to (1) target the 

services parties demonstrate contain iinplicit subsidies; (2) ensure the rate 

reductions we adopt result in sustainable prices; and (3) reduce the rates within 

these services in a manner which benefits the broadest base of customers. 

In targeting specific services, we recognize that not aU of 

Pacific's services provide lIuplidtsubsidy support tor universal service. The 

services identified an contribute a high rnargin of revenue Over direct costs thal is 

available to nteet Pacific's sha"redand (ommon costs and to provide an implicit 

subsidy toward the (ost 01 other services. The record in this case establishes 
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P.lcific has extremely high contribution margins (or the fOllowing services: 

intraLATA residential and business toll, switched access, local usage and ZUM, 

and (ustom calling services.' 

\Ve measure contribution levels using a revenue/cost ratio as 

this is the ratio generally used by the Commission to review relative contribution 

levels for services. As AT&T's witness Dr. Econotnides demonstrates in his 

workpapers, using a revenue/cost ratio yields the sa~e results as uSittg a profit 

tate when comparing' the relative contribution levels of difler~l\t services. 
, ,-

However, as Pacific's \~itt\ess Dr. Timothy J. Tatdiff (Tardiff) points o'ut in his 

reply testimony, Economides incorrectly compares the profit rate of Pacific's 

access to that of an IXCls 'toll. -If we compare the profit' tates or the revenue/cost 

ratios of Pacific's access to Pacific's toll, We find that toU has a higher relative 

contribution thall does access. 

In selecting the high margin services identified by parties for 

rate reduction, our tirst goal, we rely on: the relative magnitude of the, 

measurement, not ona precise calculation. We recognize that the Con\tnission 

continues to refine cost measuremellt in the OANADpnxeeding. This 

proceeding is noticed to consider only rate decreases, not increases, and these 

rate de(reases apply OI\lyto ~adfit, and 6nly within a rarige of $305.2 O'lillion. 

Recognizing the ~cope and limitations of t~is proceeding, we will not use the 

me(tsurements on this record to equalize margins between services or to reduce 

the price of any service dose tolls existing prke floor. 

Our se(ondgoal, to ensure the rate reductions We adopt here 

result in sustainable prices, requires us to remOVe implicit subsidies trom services 

• The elements of switched 'a(c~ id~ntified by parties f6t reduction ate theNIC and the 
call setup and minute of use (MOU) rate e}em~rtts of Pacific's LSI and lS2 tari((s. 
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that face competition today or may (ace competition in the (\lture but not in a 

manner that provides Pacific an unfair competitive advantage. It alSo means that 

fot toUI local exchange/ZUMI and custom calling services, aU services where 

Pacific has pricing fleXibility, We should set the price ceilings at the new reduced 

rates and charges. By reducing Pacific's authorized priCe ceilings fot these 

services, weensutc that Pacific cannot unilaterally raise these prices, thereby 

negating or redirecting our adopted o ffse ti Pacific musffile an application to raise 

its serviCe price ceilings. 

Under the procedures adopt~d i~ NRF, in D.96-10~, ~~e 

found that the need (or sustainable pric~s is a primary reason fot establishing the 

CHCF-B surcharge: 

\Vith the inttO<iuctiott 'of competition, ri\~1tiple carriers 
will be corripeting (or the same custoMefs. 11le Jiriplidt 
subsidies of averagoo rates, and services prked above 
cost to support serviCes priced belolv to'st/' will no ' 
longer be sustainable in a (on\p~titive market. 
Therefore, reVisions to the mechanisms lor the funding 
of high cost areas ate needed so that tht{CLCs, and the' 
incumbent LEes, can have ac(ess to univet~al service 
funds ona competitively neutral basis.To,that end, as 
discussed later ii\ this dedst()ri~ v..'e haVe created tn\eW 
exp1.i<;it subsidy suppor~ mechanism [or high cost ateaS 

'of the state. This fund shaH be kno\vn as the CHCF-B. 
The purpose of 'this Nnd" is to repiace the implicit 
subsidies that ate used to support universal service, 
''lith an explicit furtding mechanism. (ld. at 17.) 

This record provides no bright line to distinguish (1) how 

tnuch of the contribution margin of a service is an implicit sl:l"sidy rather than a 
, '. 

proper allocation of shared and common costs and (2) at what level a price 
.. , 

reduction usingCHCF-B funds constitutes an unfai~ competitive advantAg~ to 
Pacific. "All high margin services ide~tified'by parties have some level 'of 

COrllpetltlon today, although testimony reflects that Pacific's competitots have 
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achieved only a vcry small nlarket-share (or switched access and local 

usage/ZUM services. 

ReCognizing our pricing information is imprecise and that if 

,,'c err in setting too low of a price Pacific will obtain an unfair competitive 

advantage, we win lea\'e a substantial contribution margin in every service we 

reduce. 

Therefore, we do not reduce any servke neat the price floors 

the Commission has-previously deternUned are sufficient to prevent anti

competitive behavior. Despite the urgiI\gs 01 the IXCs, this IS not the proceeding 

where we will reexamine our imputation standard . 

. To further out third goal,weagtee with ORA that the bene.fits 

of the rate reduction offset should be broadly distributed among the customers 

who are paying theCHCP·B surcharge. Pacific customers should not be required 

to pay t\vice to support universal service. 

To achieve broad-based customer benefits, \ve reduce implicit 

su.bsidieS in all the services that have been identified as providing subsidy 

contributions to universal sen,ke and we do it in a manner that provides benefits 

to the greatest number of customers within each service. 

Several .,arties question whether we-meet our goal of broa~ly 

distributing the benefits of price reductions to the customers paying the CHCF-B . 

surcharge by reducing the price of switched access service. The customers of this 

service, IXCs, do not pay CHCP-B surcharges. PAcific, FBCj ORA, and TURN 

argue that rate reductions to switched a<:cess services will not be completely 

flowed-through to the IXCs' customers and that the reductions that are flowed- . 

through win be in the form of distountsto large volume customers and special-

promotional offers to new customers. 
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AT&T addresses the charge that it did not flow through the 

IRD rate reductions by testiiying that competition does not work perfectly or 

immediately, but it will pledge in this proceeding to immediately reduce its 

intrastat~ toll rates b}' the entire amount of any access rate reduction attributable 

to its residential services. Mel and Sprint ofier sirhilar pledges. 

\Ve do not find the IXCs' pledges are sufficient to establish 

that any switched access price reductions We adopt will be' completely and timely 

flowed-through to a broad·base of JXC customers. In their testimony andbriefs, 

the IXCs do not provide adequate 'details to' establish that their pledges can be 

effectively implemented, monitored, and verified "by the Commission. Thetefore, 

we ate cautious in applying CHCF*B funds to reduce switched access services. 

Another high n\argin serVice th,at parties testify should not 

receive CHCP·B funded price teducti()ri~ is local' usage. Pacific assert~ that the 

higher margins for residential and business lotal usage are appropriate because 

the margin On business tueasuted access lines is leiw and the prices for residence 

measured access lines ate currently below cost. TURN disputes this, stating that 

Pacific has not exan\incd its (osts by geographic ared and population density; it 

believes that If this were done, it is more likely that Pacific's l11easurcd lines 

would be found to be easily recoveringtheit (6sts on a statewide basis. \Ve find . 

merit in TURN's position. We a150 do not agree with Pacific's premise that all 

implicit subsidies should remain in lotal usage to support local access lines. 

l\1.CI and I'acific qu'estion if the Commission, in calculating the 

amount of support needed (or universal service, used local usage revenues to 

offset the universal service fund. The record in this proceeding does not provide 

a dear answer. Ho\vever, Colunm G, in AppendiX D of 0.96-10-066, establishes 

that the answer is no. We find that local usage and ZUM ate high margin 

services that meet our adopted goals. 
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Parties suggest other goals which we do not adopt today. For 

'!xamp)c, all parties except Pacific testify that our adopted permanent -rate 

reduction offset should be competitively neutral as this is a goal adopted by the 

Commission in 0.96·10-066. We do not agtee. In 0.96 .. 10-066, we adopted an 

int~Tin' l'nechanism that in the short term would be competitively neutral, the 

EPRM, be<-ause it was expedient, not because it best Inet our goals. We stated: 

"Neither the CLCs or the incuntbent LECs gain an advantage as a result of the 

adoption of an across the board reduction. Although some of the services 

provide greater contributi6ntoward uni~ersal service than other services, an 

across the board reduction will'result in an immediate offset without n\uch 

controversy" (mimto. at 2(8). 

A (oncem with the EPRM, first raised in the universal service 

proceeding and not resolved on this record, is whether applying a 7.029% 
, , 

surcredit to Pacific's services, would leave any service with pricesbelow cost. 

In addition, il the CO'nunission adopts FBC's proposal, We 

would apply rate reductions to serviCes that no party deTnonstrated were 
, , 

providing an implicit subsidy to univerSal servke. This is a significant concern 

because, as AppendiX A shows, it would result in these services receiving l\early 

400/0 of the total rate reduction o((set. 

For the reasons discussed above, as weU as our preference to 

provide reductions directly to prices rather than use a billing surciedit, we do not 

adopt FBC's proposal. . 

Another goal we do not adopt is to eXClude certain high 

margin serviC<.'s from rate reductions. AT&TJ Mel, and TURN ask the 

Commission to adopt as a criteria that rate reduction offsets should only be 

applied to monopolyservi,ceS for "reasons of eConomic e((idency~nd(aimess .. " 

Pacific, with GTEe's support, adv6cat~ that the Commission grant it comp-lete 
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discretion to offset its receipt of universal service funds by redudng prices on its 

most competitivc services. 

\Vc do not adopt either position. Our goal is to reduce 

subsidies fronl aU services identified as providing support (or universal service, 
. , . 

not to allow Pacific to target only its most competitive services not to attempt to 

fully leveragc the rate reductions by seleCting only monopoly, or near monopoly, 

scn'ices for offset. 

2. Adc>pted'RateReductions' 
Based On out dis(uSslon above, we choose here to 'allocate the 

estimated $305.2 million in rate reduction oHsctto all identified high margin 

services, with it preference giv,eri'to tbll reductions because this Servi~e has the 

highest contributionfl\argin and has historically provided the highest hl'aplidt 
" '. t _ . _ .. _. '. - . _ 

subsidy support. -'Ne find that a~ it\itiallO% reduction to M'I1?toll, followed by 

aJ\ equal percentage reduction to ~1Ts ton and all otheridentlfied high-margin 

services (i.e., switched acc~ss, local exchange, ZOM, and custom calling services) 
best meets our goals. BaSed on ~omments received to the proposed-deCision, we 

shiit,$31.3 million in reductions from toll to switched access and r~oghize the 

revenue reductiorlS targeted to custoJl\calling will not result in price reductions 

for multi-feature packages. 

The goals of sustainable prices and broad-based benefits guide 

us in selecting the aJ1'\ount and stntcture of the rate reduction we apply to each 

high margin service. The structure of the rate reduction for each service selected 

i~ important because the contribution o\argins vary within the rate categories of 

each service and, in the example of toll, Pacific has alteady redUCed the 

contribution rnarginsfor its most elastic customers through discount plans and' 

contractS. 
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a) IntraLA TA Toll service 
The record reflects that Pacific#s intraLATA toll ceiling 

prices provide the highest margin (ontribution. The Conlo\iss{on has historically 

viewed t01l as a service prOViding an implicit subsidy to other ser\'ices and found 

in D.96·10-066, that with increasing competition, the sustainabilityof this pricing 

structure is no longer viable . 

. Pacific testifies that its average residential toll rates are 

approximately 10% higher than AT&T's average rates and that bOth its 

residential and business toll rates ate 20<30% higher than Mel's. Further, PaCific 

states that AT&T and the other IXCs can at Anytime make large price reductions 

and still earn tail' and reasonable profits shrtply byfJowing through the 

remaining IRD access charge reduction. Pacific shows that IXes can profitably 

provide toll at $0.04 to $0.05 per minute, based on the $0.01 and $0.02 perminu~e 

of additional costs they incur over the current switched access price of $0.029 per 

minute. Sprint testifies that all toll rates proposed by Pacific are within its 

existing authorized pricing flexibility. ORA testifies that the residential toll 

prices it proposes, which are sometimes lower than Pacific's, retain a substantial 

nlargin. Th~ above testimony-will guide us in determining a sustainablc·price for 

toll. 

\Ve do not adopt the specific price reductions proposed 

by Pacific. All interested parties object to the structure of Pacific's toU reductions 

and establish that Pacific's proposal excludes many customers from any 

noticeable savings and (oncentrates most of the benefits in the hands of Pacific's 

largest customers. 

\Ve should target our toll reductions to Pacific's basic 

MTS ceiling rates. MTS includes calls directly dialed by the caBer (teferredto as 

Dired Distance Dialed calls) and calls dialed by the caller and paid bycaUing 
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card or credit c\ud. Basic l\1TS has higher prices that those offered under Pacific's 

OCPs or its contracts and the maj("1rity of Pacific's toll costomers purchase service 

under the l\1TS schedule. Thus, by tatgcting t-.1TS, we reduce the toU prices 

cont,lining the highest implicit subsidy while benefiting the greatest number of 

customers. 

Targeting aU toll reductions to l\1TS is consistent \vith 

our IRD decision. In D.94..()9"()65, we adopted price reductions for Pacific's 

proposed optional and automatic discount toll plans in order to position Pacific 

to compete in the expanded competitive arena cceated by the Commission in 

II~D. In taking this action, we stated that Pacific was free to offer more generous 

discount plans through its pricing flexibility but that any resulting revenue 

shortfalls would not be accounted for in revenue rebalancing. 

Usage charges for MIS calls are currently tariffed at 

uniform statewide rates, based on a series of mileage bands and on" the durati.on 

of the call and the time of day of the call. l\iaintaining the Conlmission's existing 

poUt}, of parity between residential and business bask MIS prices is an isSue no 

parI), addcessed although the toll rates proposed by Pacific and ORA result in 

different residential and business t-.iTS rates. In adopting prke reductions here, 

we will maintain the policy of parity for residential and business basic MTS. 

Although we choose here to maintain r,lte parity for these services, Pacific has 

pricing flexibility that could be exercised to result in rate disparity. 

The additional revenue requited to provide toll parity 

for MlS service is $26 million. We find it reasonable to use a portion of the 

reduction initially allocated to custOn) calHng for the purpose of ton parity. 

In applying price reductions to basic ~iTS, we 

effectively eliminate the volume discount provision of Pacific's present tariffs. 

This is the same result that occurs under Pacific's business ton proposal. \Ve find 
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eliminating the volume discount provision (or residential and business l\1TS 

service benefits the broadest number of customers and use that to set the 

[esid('ttlial and business basic l\iTS reductions. \\'e do not adopt Pacific's 

proposal to change the terms of its residential discount. 

\Vhile the testimony of parties focused on the increased 

competition Pacific will face when it is required to ofler inlraLATA toll 

presubscription" we believe our focus should be on assessing sustainable prices 

in today's market. Ptesubscription will occur when Pacific is granted authority 

to enter the interlATA Inarket. 'rVe expect that market pressures brought about 

by presubscription will require Pacific to lower its intralATA toU prices; 

however, at the same time Pacific will have the opportunity to earn additional 

profits by competing in the interLATA market. 

The proposed decision reduced aU business and 

residential~11S rates 32.5%. In its comments on the proposed decision, Pacific 

states that this level of reduction places basic l\tTS toll prkes at a lower level than 

what most customers are currently paying under two residential optional calling 

plans, the Service Area Plan and the Community Plan, and what some business 

customers are payIng under the Advantage 50 Plan.' Pacific states that it plans to 

contact these customers and reconunend that they switch to the lower basic MIS 

rates. It calculates that if all residential ocr customers migrate to basic M1S it 

will experience an $18.4 million loss. 

'The Service Area Plan costs $4.SO per month and prOVides a 30% discount on eligible 
charges ftom $0 to $15 and a 40% discount on charges above $45. The Community Plan 
costs $7.00 per month and it provides a 400/0 discount on cans to a designated 
community and a 30% discount to all other communities. The Advantage SO Plan costs 
$7.50 per month and provides a 30% discount on eligible charges from $0 to $300 and a 
35% discount for on charges abOve $300. 
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P"cific stales that the pricc reductions adopted by the 

Commission should leave it revenue neutral; therefore, we should compensate it 

(or its estimated $18.4 nlillion loss by applying the same $186 million revenue 

reduction to toll services but spreading the rc\'cnue over a broader customer 

base, thereby resulting in a rt.'<luction to basic ~i1S prices of only 30.7%. 

\Ve rC(()gnize the proposed decision inadvertently erred 

in reducing basic MTS prices below some OCPs. Howc\'cr, we should not correct 

the proposed decision by adopting Pacifit's proposal as this would be contrary to 

our decision not to allocate toll reductions to Pacific's discount calling plans, as 

disCussed above. \Ve also do not agree with Pacific's estimate 6f its revenue loss. 

In response to the level of basic MIS tolll'eductions reconm\ended by the 

proposed decision, Pacific could choose to exercise its pricing fl('xibility to adjust 

the monthly charge of its OCPs (o{some customers rather than advising these 

customers to switch to bask l\1TS. \Vith only 40/0 of Pacific's residential 

customers 011 an OCP plan, making son\e adjustment to the monthly charges of 

the plans could cost significantly less than $18.4 nullion.1
' 

\Ve will addresS Pacific's revenue·neuttality contern by 

reducing the amount of basic ~1TS toll price reductions to a level that remains 

above Pacific's existing OCPs. There(orel \ve adopt a 29% basic ~11S toll 

reduction (or residential and business customers. 

OUf change addresses the revenue neutrality concern 

raised by Pacific by reducing the revenue reduction offset applied to MTS toU by 

$31.3 million. Oue to our elimination of the automatic discount provisions of 

basic ~iTS, our 29% rate reduction shown at Appendix C provides an average 

l"Padfic at the Final Oral Argument changed its estimated loss from $18.4 miIJi6n to 
$26 million but dld not provide a citation to any evidente or workpapers in this retord. 
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discount (or residential and business ~1TS customers that is substantially less 

than 29% and that Is also below the eUedive average discount Pacific states 

applies to its residential ocr customers. \Ve also note that the final decision's 

revised MTS reductions of 29% are below the initial30% discounts offered by 

Pad fie's residential and business OCPs. 

We now tum to the issue of which of the remaining 

high margin services should receive the additional $31.3 million in revenue 

reductions. We do not chose local us:tge/ZUM because we are cautious to adopt 
. - - , 

price reductions beyond thoSe r~on\I1\ended in the proposed decision until the 

tost of local access lines has been identified and fully examined. We do not chose 

custom calling because Pacific in its comments states that its three residential 

custom calling multi-feature package offerings are currently below existit\g price 

ceilings; therefore, revenue reductions applied to these services do not lower 

existing priCes, only the authorized price ceiling. 

We will apply the additional $31.3 million in revenue 

reductions to switched access service. Switched access Service contains relatively 

high margiri~ ai\d the inter LATA customers of the lXCs ·ate broad-based and 

. significant (ontributors to the CHeF-B. nlis is a substantial change fot switched 

access service, bringing the total reductions to $63.6 million, a 17.6 %·overall 

revenue reduction. 

b) Switched Access service 
As discussed earlier, \ve are not adopting AT&T and 

Mel's proposalS to target all rate reductions to switched access. services. 

However, switched access is a high margin service and it should receive a share 

of rate reductions under our adopted goals, provided we have sonle assurAnce 

that the reductions we adopt will be flowed-through to a broad base of their . 
, .. 
customers. Our concerri is only with the IXCs' cUstomer's, as \ve are not adopting 
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Sprint's f(xommendation to provide Pacific an cqui\'al('nt rate offset to reflect its 

reduced inlputoo cost of a(("(,55. 

lYe expect a sig.,Uk<lnt amount of flow·thtough will 

occur fron\ the IXCs' competitive response to the toU reductions adopted (or 

Pacific. In addition, another assurance is the pledges of AT&T, ~iCI, and Sprint. 

As other parties demonstrate, these pledges do not provide us the lull assurance 

represented by their sponsors._ The pledges represent only p~rt, albeit an 

extremely '-arge part, of the IXC market, and are vague and potentially· 

adrninistrath;ely burdensome. Nevertheless, we will ac(ept the pledges and 

direct that the three IXCs each submit to the Commission an implementation plan 

\vithin 30 days of this decision and a verification report within 6 months of the 

rate reductions adopted here beinge((ective. We will review the success of the 

pledge programs in the access charge reform proceeding. 

The issue of h()\,· to design the rate reductions for 

switched access is complex. At the direc'tion of the assigned ALJ, the three IXCs 

supplemented their testimony \vhh rrtarked·up tariffs specifying by rate element 

their recommended reductions. . 

Th~ primary switched access rate elenlettt proposed to 

be reduced by the IXCs, arid ORA is the NIC. Parties testify that the NIC is 

chosen because it is a noncost-based rate element and, therefore, consists c_ntitely 

of implicit subsidies. 

We disagree with parties' representation of the NIC. 

While the Commission has stated that the NIC is not a cost-based rate element, 

this is based on a finding that the cost components of the NIC have yet to be 

determined, not that there are no costs. The NIC is a per-minute charge assessed 

on all switched access users that is designed to re(over historic costs associated 

with the tandem switch .. The FCC determined that these costs should not be 
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recovered iron) the tandem switching rate element in order to proted the small 
~ 

IXCs. We should not make adjustments t6 this rate element until we have 

completed a full review of the cOst studies filed in OANAD and looked at specific 

rate elements in the upcoming access reform proceeding. (See D.95-04-073 and 

0.95·12-020.) 

In the Access Charge. Reforrri Proceeding," the FCC 

examined the c~.~ts currently recovered by the Transport Interconnection Charge. 

(TiC),' which is the i~terstate counterpart of theNle. The FCC substantially 

. teducedthe NIC by'identifyingseveral costs included itt the TIC and reallocating . 

those costs to "6thet atceSs elements: SpecificallY, th~ FCC reassigned five 

network elements which had been induded in the TIC as follows: 

• 557 costs t610<:al switching or signalling 
rate elements; 

.• tandem switching costs to their respective 
(a tegorYi 

• DSl /\'ok~grade multiplexer costs to the 
. newly cteated trunk ports category within 

the traffic sensitive basket; . 

• host/remote ttunking roststo the tandem
switched transport category; 

• additional multiplexers asSOciated with 
tandem switching to the tandem-switched 
transport category. (ld'l pp. 92-94.) 

II Fir~t Report and Order, In tire Malter oj AC(t"s$ Clwrgt Rr/oT"1 ltl 01.), CC Docket 96-262 
et al.~ May 16, 1998. 
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Based on the findings of the FCC, it is reasonable to 

conclude that there are network clements whose costs are recovered through the 

NIC. \Vhile we recognize that the NIC ncros to be revisited in light or the FCC's 

retent order, we do not have the record here to do this. 

Therefore, in making ratc reductions to switched access 

service, we should reduce two rate clen\ents reCommended by AT&T and ~iCI 

that do have an identified cost basiS: the per call set-up charge and the access per 

minute charge of the local switching element of the end office rate. 

(Section 6.8.3.(a) of Pacific's Access Service Tariff.) 

c) Local Usage Bnd ZUM services 
Local usage and ZUlvl are services proposed for rate 

reductions by both WRN arid ORA. TURN testifies that n\easured local usage 

for residential and business customers provides an essential service to a broad 

base of Pacific's customers, hilS a high contribution margin, and is among the 

least competitive serviCes Pacific offers. 

Local usage includes measured local service for 

residential and business customers. Flat rate residential service is not covered 

because it IS part of universal service; Pacific does not offer a flat rate service fot' 

business. ZUM rates apply to calls that are located just beyond a caller's local 

calling area but within its cOn'ln'\unity of interest.u The Conlmission has treated 

ZUM calls as more akin to local service than toll service. 

It TURN notes that ZUMrates, available in most metropolitan areas in Pacific's service 
territory, are charged lor calls completed to a zone between 12 and 16 miles from a call's 
rate center. For customers with measured serVice, local uSage rates apply to calls to 
zones that are less than 12 miles from a caller's rate center. 
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\Vhile TURN considers ZUM to be essentially a local 

exchange service, it proposes different percentage rate reductions for local usage 

and ZU~1 in order to leave the services with a uniform mark-up. In its testin\ony, 

however, TURN states that Pacific attributes the Same Total Service Long-Run 

Incremental Cost (T$LRIC) to bOth services and dOeS not separately track the 
. - ~ .; 

revenUes. Based on our rerotd hete, we will apply an equal percentag~ price 

reduction. 

FBC raises the concern~t}lat th~Con\n\ission's policy is 
. . 

to promote local competiti6n; yet; if reductions of the rriagnitude feoommended 

by TURN ate adopted} the res~1tcould be to'stifle competition. However, based 

on TURN's testimony, we find that ~ve~ at lhe dollar levels propO~ed by TuRN, 
- . . -

rate reductions to local usage/ZUM will sttHleave sustainable prices for new 

competitive entrants. 

d)Custofn CallIng 8eiVlces 
The cateiory cit custom ta1li~)g services is the last high 

margin ~erviCeproposed foi rate reductions .. Custom calling .has both residential 

and busine~ customers a-nd consists of the lollowittg leaturesl offered 
, -

individually or in pac~ages: call forwarding; call WAiting; 'three-wa}1 calling; 

speed calling; call return; repea't dialing; il\essage waiting indicator; intercom} 
. ' 

priority ringing; repeat dialing; delay call forwarding; caU return; call screen; call 

trace; caller 10; and blocking. 'The majority of customers purchasing custom 

calling services are residential; business customers can also obtain the features 

through Centrex service. 

oRA is the only·party to pt6pose a rate reduction for 

this service and itpi()pOsesrat~ reductions of varying ao\ounts to specific 

features that total$15·~inilfi6I\'for th~ categ6ry~· ·Padfic irtd~ded custom calling 

reductions in its original rate offset ·proposal in R.95-01 ~20/I.95-01·()21. 
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\Ve find that cllstom ccllling nu'cls our adopted goals 

and should be included in the permanent tate reduction offset. Howe\'er, we 

rC<'ognizc that parties place a hlght'r priority on other high lllatgin services. ORA 

states in its dirC(t testimony that it proposes a 50/0 reduction to Custonl Calling 

and Centrex in order to provide a broad range of services in its proposal; in its 

reply testimony it withdraws its recor'nn\endation for a $23 nlmion reduction for 

Centex services and applies the a11\ount to Lotal Usage and ZUlvt 

Therefore, we find it isappiopriate to reduce prices for' 

custom calling lesS than for other high margin serviCes and to appl}~ the' 

. difference to maintain residential basic MTs tbn patity. Our adopted reduction is 

2.5%, spread evenly to all individual basic custom~amri.g feantre charges. 

In its comments on the proposed decision" PaCific states 

that the (urrent prices (or three residential fealure packages shown at page 2. of 

Appendix C are below the current ceiling prices and, therefore, the final decision 

should adopt price reductions for the existing ceilings, not reduce current prices. 

'''Ie agree that our regu'latory framework supports Padfic's position and, 

therefore, we adopt the change. (See 33 CrtlC2d 43, 122-128 and 56 CPUC2d 

t 17, 196.) 

e) Adopted Price Reductions 
The prices that result from our adopted rate reduction 

offset are all substantially above adopted Commission costs, arc sustainable 

prices, and provide benefits to a broad-base of customers using a broad range of 

Pacific's services. We adopt a permanent rate reduction offset that results in 

revenue reductions to the high margin services shown at Appendix A as follows: 

16.70/0 revenue reduction. to MTS toll, 17.6% reVenue reduction to switched 

access, 11.9% r~venue reduction to ZUM/local usage, and a 2.5% re\'enue 
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reduction to custom calling. The spedne ceiling prices we adopt are contained in 

AppendixC. 

The rate changes ordered by this decision \vill cause 

. Pacific's toll, actess and exchange billing bases to decrease by approximately 

$300.3 million. These reductions in the billing bases require that adjustn'tents be 

made to Pacific's Rule 33 - Billing Surcharges ta~iff. Therefore, simultaneous with 

the implementation of rat~coJ\tained ~J\ AppendiX C, we will order the revisions 
. - .' . 

to Pacific's Ruie 3~ Billing Surcharges as contained in Appendix 0 of this 

decision. 

. We adopt finarprices based on the testimony ~~d 
, 

workpapers hl evidenc~ irt t~is·proceedin·g. Further rate calculations are not 

required. A summary of our reVenu~ reductions fot Pacific based on our 

adopted riJ.te reductions is provided below in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Pacific Bell 
A.97·0)·Q04 

AdOpted Rate Rebalancing Worksheet 
(SOOO) 

Rate 
Service Reduction Billing BMe 

1 
' . .. . .. 

Residential MIS Toll 29.0% 6.'11.297 .. 

2 BusinessMTS Toll ~9.0% 245,023 
3 AccesS· Local S\\1tching ". 36.3'% .' ~O6.2.16 

.4 Custom Calling . ~.5% 28S~526 
5 Local !1sageJZUM 11.9% 677.231 
6 Tota1 Reductions 2,085,353 

7 Pacific Bell EstimatedUSF Subsidy 

., 

Revenue 
Reduction 

(1 )~J90~) 
. (35.100) 

(63.600) 
(7.100) 

(86,SOO) 
(305,200) 
305,200 

F06tnote~: . 

Foot-
Notes 

1.2.3 
1.2.3 
1 
3 

1. Toll and Acctss Revenue ReductiOns indude elasticity I stimulation COsts, aM settlement effeCts. 
2. Toll Revenues reOed the elimination Of direct discoun~ ~sulting in an additional to.7% rate toolKtion. 
3. ApProximately S26 milli6n ofCustoCTi CaUing Reduetions were redirected to Residentia1 MTS in order 10 

maintain Residential and Business MTS rate parity. 
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3. Implementation Issues 
\Ve have scverallmplemerttation iSSVt~ tcyaeddc. These 

issues are (1) whether Pacific should implement its tariff~:hanges through a 

conlpliance filing or through an advice letter filin$subjcct to protesti (2) whether 

there should be a delay in implementing the permanent price changes; (3) the 

procedure Pacific should foHow to reconcile its $305.2 million estimate of the 

offset with the amount o( its actual draw from the CHCF-B fundi and (4) whether 

we should adopt an annual true-up flle<hanism. 

We do not decide here another iSsue raised by parties, which 

is the method Pacific should use to -return to customers the offset reductions that 

will be owed when it receives its CHCF-8 draw for the period February I, 1997 

through the effective date oi the permanent rate reduction offset. Pacinc testifies 

it estin\ates its offset will be a 7.0i9% sutcredit fot fhe prior months and that this 

n\oney should be retunlro expeditiously to customers, either as a one-time 

refund or over a six to twelve month period. The disposition of this money is an 

Issue the Commission will address in the universal service proceeding, 

R.95-01-OiO/I.95-01·0il, where all a((ected carriers are parties of record. 

In the universal service OIR/OIl, several decisions related to 

CHCF-8 funding have recently been issued. By 0.98-01-023, as modified by 

D.98-04-068, the Commission addresses the issue of interest and the interest rate 

to be paid by carriers holding CHCF-B and California Teleconnect Fund (CTF) 

sun::harge revenues and by COLRs owed reimbursement.u By AL} ruling on 

U The decisions do not specify the rate of interest to be paid carriers owed 
reimbursement for services provided undet the CHCF-B program. For the CfF 
program, D.98-01-0i3 states that carriers owed reimbursement for services provided 
since February 1997 shaH f{'(('ive interest on the amounts owed based on the seven-day 
compound YIeJd on taxable money inarket funds published in Tilt Wall SIrt'tl/otlmal. 
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Aprit 28 .. 1998, AlJ Timothy Kenney specifies the monthly claim form to be used 

by COLRs for the CHCF-B and requires each COLR to submit by no later than 

September 15, 1998 .. a separate claim fOfm for each month during the period of 

February 1997 through July 1998; the ruling also states that (ot all months after 

July 1998, claims forms must be submitted within one calendar month plus 15 

days after the close of the month lor which a c1ah\\ is made. 

ORA recommends in this proceeding that the Commission 

delay adoption of petmanent rate reductions until the Commission has activated 

the CHCF-B trust and put in place the interim EPRM. However, we note that 

suffident procedures are in place now, as referenced above, for the Commission 

to be able to put in place permanent price reductions without further delay. By 

September 15,1998, theComrrussioll wiHhavc Pacific's request for itsCHCF-B 

draw through July 1998; \Vc (an specify the procedures in this decision by which 

Pacific's $305.2 estimate can be timely reconciled with the actual draw approved 

by the Con\mission. Therefore, we do not adopt ORA's recommendation. 

On the implementation issue of whether Padfic should file its 

tariffs b}' compliance filing or subject to protest, \ .... 'e select the cornpJiance filing. 

\Ve do this because we herein adopt the revenue effects and rate ceilings set forth 

in Appendices Band C and we want to deliver the benefits of the rate redUCtions 

\'w°e adopt to customers without undue delay. The IXCs object to this process, 

stating that parties should be given the opportunity to protest the filings, and to 

litigate the spedfic tariff adjustrnents using the latest available data and adopted 

costs. \Ve disagree. 

The Commission nlade dear in the &oping lolen\o and in the 

hearing process that its purpose in this proceeding was to timely adopt price 

reductions and that it would d() so based on the record- evidettce. The 

Commission chose the compliance filing process to implement the prices adopted 
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in IRD. (56 CPUC2d 117,289.) The Commission also chose the compliance filing 

rather thi'" a pr9testabte advice letter for adoption of costs in OANAD when the 

cost adjushnents were dearly specified in the decision. (See 0.96-08-021 and 

D.9S-02·106.) 

The tariffs Pad(ic files to implement this decision should allow 

the adopted price reductions to be eiEective as soon as possibJe, but no later than 

60 days after the effective date of this order. We use Pacific's $305.2 million . 

estimate in this proceeding. PacifiC should true-up this estimate when its 

CHCF-B claims are approved fot the twelve month period immediately 

preceding the date rates are effective. If the CHCP-B is not activated prior lo 

Pacific implementing its price reduction offset, it can apply to be compensated for 

the time value of money in a n\anner consistent with that set forth in 0.98-01-023 

as modified by D.98-M-068 . 

. Pacific reCommends that any di((crenc(! in the true-up of its 

$305.2 million estimate to its actual draw be dealt with through a one-time 

surcharge adjustnlent. However for this proceeding, we believe a targeted price 

reduction is preferable to a 5urcharge/sut(:tedit for offsets to the CHCF-R 

Therefore, we find that it would be preferable to speCify that if the adjustment is 

within 10% of $305.2 million, Padfic should by (ompliance advice letter filing 

adjust its rates for local usage and ZUM as these are services with a combined 

annual billing base of $677 n)iJlion. A $30.5 million adjustment would result in 

an acceptable net price reduction of between 7.25% to 16.25%. If the adjustment 

to the $305.2 million estimate is greatet than 10%, we should consider whethet it 

is appropriate to apply the adjustment to local usage/ZUM. Therefore, Pacific 

should file this adjustntent by an a~vic~ letter, which win be subject to protest. 

ORA tecomo\Emds that the Commission annually tra~k the 

revenues from the permanent rate reduction of(set to ensure they are withiria 
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reasonable range of the amount dr,lwll by Pacific fronl the CHCF·B as it is 

concerned that revenues could be inaccurcltely forecasted and that any adopted 

t'1asticit}' estimate, whether or not ac<urate, (ould 5001\ be inapplicable. "'Ie do 

not adopt this proposal. ''Ie expect there wi1l be some changes in the annual 

revenue effect of the price reductions we adopt, and the changes may be due to a 

number of factors both within and beyond Pacific's contiol. As with IRD, we 

find that is acceptable. "'Ie do not chose to adopt a mechanism that would blunt 

Pacific's incentives for efficiency and innovation. 

Other parties cite to changes in Pacific's annual draw, based 

on the t\urnber or cost of subsidized subscriber lines, as a reasOn (ot an annual -

true-up. ''Ie do not adopt a true-up mechanism (ot Pacific's draw either. Pacific 

will retain an incentive to carefully manage its costs and we do not expect a large 

change in the nUJ'llber of high cost customers in the next fe\\t years. 

The Commission will review the CHCF-B program in a timely 

mannet. In 0.96-to-0661 the Commission set (orth a review proceSs of the 

CHeF-B to occur in three years. It stated a review should take place of the 

subsidies generated by the fund to ensure that the overall size of the fund is 

within reaSOI) and that the fund will be adjusted as competition and technology 

evoh'e. 

III. Elasticity 

A. Background 
Elasticity is an econonlic Irteasure that describes the relationship 

between the mo\;ement in hvo variables. The price elasticity of demand is the 

percentage change in demand- generated b}' a 1% change in price. To illustrate, 

an elasticity measure of -.5 me~ns that a 1% reduction in price would lead to a 
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0.5% in(r~asc in demand.H Unless otherwise notedl We wHl use the generic tern't 

elasticity to refer to the price clasttcity of demand. In general; the elasticity value 

is negative since price and demand are negativel}' correlated O:c. a priCe decrease 

generall}' leads to an increase in demand and viCe versa). Economic literature 

often focuses on the magnitude of the elasticity measure. A measure is 

considered n\6re elastic when its absolute value is higher.' In this decision, we 

,,·,'iIl maintain the negative sign in front of the elasticity v~lue, but we will use the 

absolute value to describe the relative sjze of the elasticity. 

We address elasticity in this proceeding because We arc adopting 

rate reductions for sped fit services in order to reduce the revenues generated 

from those sen'ices. In oider to get an accurate measure of the revenue impacts 

from rate decreasesl we need to account for the demand stimulation created by 
those rate decreases. Because of elasticity, revenues will de<rease by less than the 

percentage of r~\te reduction.· 

The Con\nUsslon previously visited price elasticity in the IRD 

proceeding, which involved the restructuring of Padfic's and GTEC's rates and 

charges while "laintaining revenue neutrality. 11\ that pro<:ccding, GTEC and 

Pacific submitted elasticit}' studies for the tolland access nlarkets. Other parties 

critiqued these studies and cited several other studies o( toll and ac~ess elasticity 

that arrived at higher elasticity measures. In D.9·1-09-0651 the Commission 

adopted an intraLATA toll elasticity of -.5 and a switched access elasticity ol-.44. 

II For large iOO\lctions, the calculation of the percentage demand increase is more 
accurately calculated by the formula «(P_IP dJ)"e)-l) rather than the simple ratio. For 
example a 20% price decrease with a -.5 elasticity would yield an 11.8% increase in 
demand ~- «(.8/1)"-.5)-1) = 11.8% instead of a 10% increase. 
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Th~se figures did not come from any particular study, but feU "'Uhin the range of 

estimates submitted in the proceeding. 

In D.96-02-Oi3, we denied several petitioners' request (or rehearing 

of D.94-09·065 and affirmed our adopted elasticity figures and addressed the 
< 

issue of properly calculating the elasticity impact on revenues. In D.97-02-049, 

we denied a petition for modification of D.94-09..Q6S by Pacific and GTEC which 

alleged that the elasticity factors adopted by the Coourussi6n were too high and 

requested \'arious tate increases fot compensation. We refused to consider 

issuing a true-up to account for any revenue shortfall since this would shield the 

company from the risk of competitive losses and undermine the principals of 

NRF. \Ve aJso concluded that it would not be reasonable to compensate Pacific or 

GTEC for any alleged shortfall in its to1l6r access revenue without considering 

any possibJe windfall in its revenues from other servires. 

This application presents nE!W estimates of intraLATA toU elasticity 

and intrastate switched access elasticity that are lower (in absolute value) than 

those adopted in IRD. Pacific argues for the Commission to adopt these new 

estimates instead of the IRD figures. 

Se\'eral patties obje<:l to Pacific's attempt to introduce new elasticity 

factors in this proceeding. These parties express concern about the added 

complexity of introducing the elasticity issue in this proceeding. They also argue 

that addreSSing the issue might conflkt with pending litigation concerning the 

elastidty adopted in 0.94..09-065. 

In his Scoping ~fen\o, Commissioner Knight ruled that this 

proceeding should use current data to set the elasticity (actors, stating that this 

was consistent with the Commission's decision t6 deny Pacific's Petition for 

Modification of 0.94-09-065. 
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Thcrefore, in this proceeding, we will consider new elasticity 

estimates for intraLATA toU and for switched access and reexamine the correct 

nlcthod to calculate the re\'enue impact (ronl the rate reductions. 

B. Elasticity Estimation 

1. Positions of the Parties 

a) Pacific 
Pacific's economic witness, Tardiff, estimates elasticity 

hyusing statistical regression techtliques. In statistical regression, the modeler 

. selects a particular lonnula to describe the relationship between a dependant 

variable and the many variables that affect the values of that dependant vttriable. 
. . . 

Then the modeler collects data that represent those variables and measures the 

correlation among those collected data points, 

Tardiff's toU study assun\es that the MOUs of 

intraLATA toll is a non-Hnear function of Pacific's current and past toll rates, 

total California income, and the o\onth of the year. 

To perform his study, Tardiff collects monthly data 

from the period of January 1992 through September 1996. The MoUs include 

both Pacific's intraLATA toll and the lOXXX intTaLATA MOUs carried by 

conlpetitors. To represent prke, Tardiff uses a price index of p<)st-surcredit ratesl 

with each data point representing the ratio of the current rate to the December 31, 

1994 rate. The priCe index is then adjusted for inflation using the consumer price 

index. TIle model includes a polynomial distributed lag in the price variable to 

n\easure the long-run elasticity, accounting for the consumers' tendency to take 

several n'onths to adjust their consumption behavior to a price (hange. To 

measure incoine, Tardiff uses inflation-adjusted California personal income. 

Finally, Tardiff includes variables to account for demand variations' that are 

associated with different n\onths in the year. By including income and monthly 
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v\uiablC'S, Tardif( tcstifie's thilt his stud}' more precisel}' estimates the impact of 

the llrice change on the demand stimulation. 

Pacific's model assumcs a (lon-Uncar demand (unction. 

In order to pectorn\ a linear regression on the datct, Tardiff uses the natural 

logarithm of the ~10U, price, and income varj~bles. The resulting SUn) of the 
" 

estimated coefficients on the price \'ariables tepresents the elasticity estimate. 

The toll study yields a priCe elasticity of ~.?O. 

Pacific's s\\'itc~;ed access study assumes that the 
, . 

demand fot MOUs of switched access is a non·linear function of Pacific's cUTren't 

and past switched access rates, total California income, and the month of the 

}'ear. Tardiff collects monthly data hom the period of January 1992 through 

september 1996. The MOU data include'Padfic's intrastate illierLATA switchE.>d 

access MOUS.l~ For the price \'ariable~ Pacific uses the annual average revenue 

per n\inute of featurc gtoup D switched access. As with the toll estin'lation, 

Tardilf uses a polynorrual distributed lag in the priCe variables. Tardiff also uses 

the logarithn\ of the volume, prke and inCOIl\C variables to perform linear 

regression. His study yields an elasticity of -.24. 

b) GTEC 
GTEC recornrnends that the Commission adopt the 

elasticity measures estimated by Tardiff. Additionally, GTEC requests that the 

Commission apply Tardiff's elasticity figures to GTEC if it chooses to file a 

IS After January 1,1995, when intra LATA competition was authorized, Pacific began 
recording 10XXX intraLATA switched aCCess minutes. In order to make the 1992 ·1994 
data comparable to the post IRD data, Pacific attempted to eliminate the ~t IRD 
10XXX intrc}LATA switched access minutes by subtracting 2.14 the lOXXX toU MOUs. 
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permanent rate reduction application pursuant to D.96-10-066. GTEC sponsors 

two witnesses. 

The first witness, Dr. Kenneth Train (Traln), cohslders 

four factors to be key in denvh\g the best estimates for price elasticity. He 

testifies that the data should: 

(1) be as recent as possible; 

(i) be for the spedfic product under examination; 

. (3) be from thegeographi~ .. market area \\there the 
product is offeredi and . . 

(4) contain as large a variation in the price as possible. 

Train conCludes that all four 'of these factors are present in Tardiff's\vo,rk • 
. . - . . ... 

Train also uses rrtany ~iffereni mo~e~ specifications to 

estimate price elastidty using Tardiff's data~: Basedon hIs results, Train 

concludes that Tardiff's estimates are reasonable. 

GTEC's' witness, 1\1r. Donald Perry (Perry), testifies that 

Tardilf1s results can be, reasonably' applied to GrEC. Perry applies Tardiff's 

elastidtymeasures to GTECJs 1994 intraLATA toll data in order to forecast· 

GTEC's 1995 intraLATA toll volumes and finds that the predicted volumes are 

within 3.8% of the actual volumes. Perry asserts that prediCtion errors of plus or 

minus 5% ate considered acceptabJe by e<onoirietridans and other analysts. 

Therefore, he concludes that Tardiff's ~stin'tate reasonably reproduces GTEC's 

actual e"perience in the intraLATA toll market followingthe IRD rate reduction 

in 1995. 

GTEC reCommends that it be allowed to submit its own . 

estimate for use in its future universal service rate reduction filing. However, it 
. " - ~ 

'would be willing to accept Pacific's elasticity analysis in its oWn filing to mitigate 
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the straitl 6n the Comh\ission's and other parti~' resources of re-litigating the 

elasticity issue. 

oj ORA 
ORA teStifies that the elasticity issues are not 

adequately scrutinized in this proceeding and therefore, the Commission should 

. not adopt a ne\v elas-Hcity measure until it c:onvenes a workshop attended by 

COLRs, IXCs, and other toll providers. ORA emphasiz~ the large financial 

impact of selecting an inc:ortect elasticity factor, and urges caution. ORA 

provides both an economic witness and a Policy Witness. 

Like GTEC's Witness-Train, ORIVs economic witness, 
. . . 

Dr. Thomas R~neghan (Rene-ghan), tests Tardffes results by a~plyjng Tardiff's·· 

data to severaldJ((el'entinodelSpedfications artd estimating the elasticity,· 

ReneghiuYConchides that Tardiff's estimated elasticity is robust with respect to 

the model specification. 

ORA questions whether Tardiff's data adequately 

represent the intraLATA toll market. In rebuttal testin\ony, ORA's witness, Ms. 

Kelly Boyd (Boyd), fOcuses on the possible Iil'ilitatioI\s of Tardiff's data. Boyd 

. points out that PaCific's intra'LATA toll study·omits a significant portion of the 

intraLATA toll matket. Boyd dtes Pacific's oWn estimates of intr~LAtA toll 

market share that are considerably lower than its market shai'e that would be 

calculated using the data in Tardiff's study. Boyd notes that the significant 

segment of the market that is excluded from Tal'diff's study might include a 

group whose prke responses are much more elastic than Pacific's study would 

indicate. 

Additi6nally, Boyd P6irits'out that inthisproceeding l 

the p·arties have relied on onlf on~set of data whereas in IRD the CommlSsion . 

considered studi~s perfonned on several data sets. Also, ORA testifies that there 
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arc few publicly aV~1i1ablc alternative toU elasticity studies to corrobor,'\tc 

TardiWs results. Further, ORA suggests that Pacific should havc conducted 

separate studies tOf fesidential and business toll elasticity. 

ORA expresses concern with the elasticity results. For 

instance, ORA questions why the accesS elasticity is highE'r than the toll elasticity. 

ORA argues that this is seemingly illogical bffause access is an input to toll and' 

consequently, access price reductions should only lead to increased access 

Ininutes indirectly through toll stimul~tion, and onl}' to the extent that access 

pric~ reductions are flowed through to toll pnce reductions. Also, ORA 

questions why the elasticity estimates ate signifiCantly di((er~nt from the 

measures submitted and adopted in IRD. Finally, ORA doubts that the elasticity 

measures would have decreased since IRD because thc market today has more 

competition. 

In its brief, ORA states its concern that Pacific 

undetestimatestoll elasticity be<:ause it assumes the existence of the 7% EPRl\{ 

surcreditt which still has not been implemented. Therefore, Tardiff's study 

would falsely measure a demand response to an assumed price decrease which 

ne\'er existed. 

ORA also raises Concerns about the validity of using 

post surcredit/surchatge rates in the elastiCity study. It argues that nlany 

customers might not respond to changes in'their surcredits/surchargcs, but 

rather (ocus only on the tariif rate. No party submitted an estimation which 

, relied on the tariff rates for the price variable. 

d) FBC 
PBC recommends that the Commission adopt the EPAA1 

as a permanent surcredit a'-nd not adopt alew elasticity figures. PBC is concerned 
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that Pacific and GTEC might gain large \\'indfaUs if these elasticity figures 

significantly underestimate the demand response. 

FBe also concurs with two of ORA's 'critiques. First, 

FBe agrees that it is seenlingly illogical to have access elasticity that exceeds toll 

elasticity. Secondly, it agrees that PacifiC inappropriately assumes that the 70/0 

EPRt-.1 is in place. 

C. DiscussIon 

1. Old pacifiC M$8SUre the Correct Marke~? 
After reviewing Train art'dReneghan's results, \ve agree that 

Tardiff's results arc 'not driven b)t hi~ model spedftcatioil. Among therang~ of 

e1asticity estimates g~ne~ated from alternative model specifications, Tardiff's 

figures are near the high end. 

However, We I'e<:ogllize ORA's concern that Tardifes study 

might not have captured the en'tire intraLATA toll n\arket. Indeed, in this 

proceeding and in other proceediil.gs before the Commission, Pacific has 

suggested that there is 'a sigt\i~kc\nt portion of the intraLATA toll market -* 

sometimes referred to as the ''bypass market" -- that it has not included in 

Tardiff's study. \Ve realize that this Segment of the intraLATA toU market may 

be delivered OVer altemativete<:hnology and priced differently than MTs. 

However; it is quite likely that adjustments to Pacific's MTS rates will have 

impacts on consumption iri this related toll market. 

Nonetheless, We recognize that this bypass market existed and 

was growing before the price ch'anges in IRO. Also, we do not know whether the 

MTS price reductions in lRD led to matching price reductions in this bypass 

market or whether traffic fr'onfthe bypass market returned to Pacific's ~iTS toll 

volumes. 
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Thus1 we ha\'e no record 10 determine whether this bypass 

nHlrket dattl should have been included in the toll elasticity study. ORA has not 

den\onstrated that its inclusion would have affected the elasticity estin\ate. 

ORA also argues that Pacific should have conducted a dis

aggregated study that measures residential and business elasticity separately. 

Pacific pOints out that in IRD the Commission rejected Pacific's proposal to usc 

different elasticities lor these different market segments. ORA does not provide a 

conVincing reason why we should reject Pacific's study for not segregating 

residential and business toll minutes. 

2. Why Does Switched Access, a CompOnent ()f Toll, Have a 
Higher Elasticity? 
FBC and ORA argue that it is illogical for switched access 

elasticity to be higher than toll elasticity. Pacific provides three responses. Firstl 

it argues that its switched access study captures more interLATA minutes than 

intraLATA n\inutes. ConsequentlYI since intei"LATA toll has a higher elasticity 

than intraLATA toU, the interLATA switched access elasticity can be higher than 

the intraLATA toll elasticity. Secondly, Pacific argues that switched access service 

has relatively more altemativesl such as special aCCes51 than toll has. Finally, 

Pacific points out that the difference in the estimates is negligible. 

In considering Pacific's three argumentsl we can only accept 

the last one. We agree that the access study did measure interLATA traffiC 

whereas the toll study measured intraLATA traffiC. However, there is no 

evidence on the record to c;onclude that interLATA elasticity is higher than 

intraLATA elasticity. Indeed l in IRD the Cornmission did explore this question 

and could not conclude that interLATA elasticity was higher than iniraLATA 

elastiCity or that toll efast~dty' increased with distance. Secondly, although the 

transport portion of switched access does have alternatives, we have no basis to 
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conclude that this makes switched a«'('ss as clastic as or more clastic than toll. 

\Vc note that access consun\ers arc IXes, not cnd-use toll consun\crs. Even 

though the lXCs' overall demand for access is driven by their end-users' demand 

for toll, the lXCs' demand (or switched transport instead of special access should 

also be scnsiti,'e to the relative prices of those access services. 

\Ve do agree with Pacific that the difference in the measures is 

insignificant. In reviewing Tardiff's calculations, we note that the two n\easures 

are roughly one standard deviatioI'l away from one another. Therefore, one 

cannot conclude that the elasticity estimates are statistically significantly different 

from one another. 

3. Why Has Elasticity Decreased When There Is Mote 
Competition TOday? 
ORA questions \vhy Tardiff's stud)' yields price elasticities' 

which are much lower than thos~ adopted in iRD~ Pacific points out that ORA is 

confusing firm elasticity with market elasticity. Padfic argues that there is no a 

priori reason that market elasticity should change because there ate more 

competitors. 

A discussion about the distinction between firm elasticity and 

market elasticity clarifies this point. }l.farket elasticity is concerned with the 

demand for a product, regardless of which firm supplies it. Firm elasticity IS 

concerned with the response of a firm's o\vn (onsun\ets to its price changes. 

Firm elasticity is never less than market elasticity. The degree to which firn\ 

elasticity exceeds market elasticity depends on the number of firms in the market 

and the competitive interaction among those firms. In a competitive industry, 

the firm elasticity is generally very high, reflecting the inability for the firm to 

raise its prices without losing significant demand. For example, in the gaSOline 
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market, although o\'cr"U consumer demand lor gasoline is rll,her inelastic, 

individual firms do not face such inelastic demand. 

In the past, the distinction between firm and market elasticity 

was not as dc-ar in the monopoly intr,lLATA toU and switched access markets 

bCC<luse Pacific's firm elasticity was also the market elasticity. Now; however, we 

have competition in the intraLATA toll market. 

Pacific has attempted to estimate the market elasticity for 

intraLATA toll and intrastate switched access services. This n\arket elasticity 

measures hov,' customers' demand (or those services (regardless of the number of 

suppliers) respond to the price changes fOr those services. 

It is not surprising that the market elasticity has changoo since 

lRO. Reneghan agrees that elasticity is not a static measure; its value can change 

over tin\e. Also, in linear demand functions, elastidty is not a constant measure; 

but rather decreases when price deCreases or volume increases. Linear den\and 

functions are CommOil in economics and were used in some of the studies 

considered in fRO. Given the direction of price and volume since IRD, the lower 

elasticity would be an expected result from a linear demand estimation. 

4. Is Price Measured Accurately? 
In its brief, ORA daims that Pacific inappropriately assumes 

that the 7% EPRM surcredit had gone into effect. Although Pacific Jl\akes this 

incoriC(t assumption in its testimony, this does not affect its elasticity estimation. 

Pacific's elasticity studies rely on data from January 1992 through September 

1996. Thus the EPRM, which would have gone into effect alter October 1996, is 

not considered in Tardiff's estimation., 

Howe~'er, Pacific acknowledges that it did incorrectly make 

the EPRM surcredit assumption in applying elasticity to its tate reductions. This 

is discussed in the next section. 
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Exan\ining Tardiff's study, we note that while Tardiff's price 

index demonstrates significant prke variation, most of the variation is accounted 

for by inflatiOJl and changes in surcredit levels. The tariff rate is assumed 

constant from January 1992 through December 1994. After a 44% toll decrease 

ordered in tRO, the tariff rate is again assumed constant from January 1995 

through September 1996. Tardiff's price index ignores the probability that 

different segments of the market have not paid thet~rilf tate (or toll because of 

calling plans and COlltra.cts and might have not been aUetted by surcredlts .. 

In IRD, the CoIlUl\ission criticized a toU elasticity study that 

used post-surctedit rates, arguing that customers do not View billing surcredits 

as price teductions for toU service. The COn\iniSsion also e){ptessed a pre(ere~ce 
for explicit rates over large surcharges or surcredits in order to provide' clearer 

price sigrials. Implicit irt this policy is the COn\n\ission's belief that customers 

respond mote precisely to tarUf rates than theydo to post-surcredit rates. 

Since there are many surciedits throughout Tardiff's study 

period, the studi(>S might not ptcciselymeasute the price decreases perceived by 

consun'lers. Like\vise, the studies include inflation-adjusted prices. Consumers 

might not respond to the relatively invisible effects of inflation when considering 

the price of a service., Consequently, the study might not yield the most accurate 

elasticity estimate possible. 

However, it is unlikely that this leads to a significant under

estimate of elasticity. Large commetdal conSltmers of ton and IXC consumers of 

switched accesS probably understand the teal price that they are paying for th~se 

services, regardless of whether the elfedive price is embedded in sutcredits. 

Residential and small business customers might begin to consume more toll 

when the}' di~c()ver that their total telephone payments are decreasing. Tardiff's 
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el,lsticit)' stud)' (\lptures significant demand responses that arc delayed b)' as 

much as 12 months. 

5. Adopted Elasticity for this Proceeding 
Based on the record, we find that Pacific's estimates of the 

elasticity of intraLATA toll and intrastate switched access market demands to 

changes in Pacific's prkc reductions are reasonable. Therefore, we will adopt the 

estimates, -.20 for toll and -.24 for access for the purposes of this proceeding. 

Parties raise several cOncerns with Pacific's study. These 

criticisms do not convince us that Tardifes study has significantly Under

estimated dasticity. We iecognize that estimating elasticity is not an exact 

science. 

\Ve do not consider our finding prcrooent-sctt1ng. Elasticity is 
. . 

not a statiC measure. Accurate studies need current data that reflect recent 

n\arket changes. Thus, we are only adopting these elasticity factors for this 

particular proceeding and fot Pacific given its current market c()nditions. 

6. Future Elasticity Studies 
The next tiine that parties need to establish an elasticity factor, 

we would prefer to see more sophisticated studies and testimony that addreSs at 

least the following questions: 

• \Vhat is the appropriate measure of the intraLATA market? 
\Vhat impact does the toll bypass market have on toll 
elasticity? 

• \\That in"lpact does the special access market have on 
switched acCess elasticity? 

• Is it apptopriate to measure market elastic tesponses to 
Pacific's price changes, without knowil\g how competitors 
price their serviCes? . 
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• Should the studies only use explicit, tariff rates for the price 
variable, or should the studies use inflation-adjusted, post 
surcredit rates? 

• Should residential and busiiu!ssii\arkets be esUnlatcd 
separately? 

• \Vhat trends aTe affecting the market elasticity (or ton and 
for switched access? . 

• \Vhat arc the elasticities for local service, ZU~1, and custom 
calling? 

. . 

7. ORA's ProPosal to Reter" IRD Elasticity Factors Pending a 
WorkshOp 
\Ve deny ORA's proposal to delay the adoption of elasticity 

factors pending a future \vorkshop.· Pacific's March filing alerte<f the parties that 

elasticity could be an iss'ue in this caSe. Also, the Scoping ~1en'\0 directed the 

parties to consider elasticity in this proceeding. 

Pacific has subn\itted a rigorous elasticity study. Several 

economists have revieWed the study. It would not he fair to delay the adoption 

of the new elasticity figure (and new final rate reductions) pendhlgthe outcome 

of some indefinite series of workshops. FurthermoreJ we are not confident that 

the parties would work in good faith to achieve a consensus outcome from these 

proposed \vorkshops. ORA would have little incentive to conclude such 

workshops jf the old JRD elasticity \ ... ·ould remain in effect pending their . 

outcome. At the same time, if we adopt Pacific's new elasticit}' figure pending 

the outcome of the workshops, PacifiC and GTEC would have little incentiv~ to 

(ause a constructive outcome. 

8. Applicability to GTEC 
We deny GTEC's request that we a~ply these figures to GTEC 

. .. 
for its future universal service rate dE.>sign proposal. GiEe's market area does 

not coh'lddc with paciffc1s. Also, the data will no longer be current. 
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Furthcrnlore, we would view this as a due process violation bcc,luse GTEC's 

(uston\ers were never given notice and afforded an opportunity to participate in 

a matter which would affect their rales. 

D. Calculation of Elasticity Stimulation 
There is little disagreement among the parties concerning how 

demand stimulation is calculated and its ovem1l revenue impact. Thus we briefly 

describe Pacific's n\ethod and other parties' objections and then discuss how we 

have applied this method to our adopted rate reductions. 

1. Paclflc's Method 
Pacific's calculation of its demand response to its price 

changes follows a 3-stage process. in the initial step discussed above, Pacific 
, 

estiil\ates the elastic response of the whole J'r\arket to Pacific's proposed rate 

dcc'reases. In the next step, Pacific applies this inarket elasticity to its proposed 

mte reductions to arrive at a stimulation factor. Then, Pacific applies that 

stimulation factor to its OWn MOU data to estimate how much its market would 

grow fronl this price change. This method assumes that Pacific's market share 

remains unchanged. 

Pacific calCulates both stimulated revenuea.nd stimulated 

<:osts by multiplying the stimulated ~iOUs by the new rate and TSLRIC, 

respe<:tively. To calculate the tevenue impact, Pacific offsets the revenue 

reductions over its current MOU volumes with the net revenues generated from 

its stimulated volumes. No parly takes issue with Pacific's use of a net revenue 

offset instead of a gross reVenue offset. 

2. Other Parties' Positions 
Several parties poin.ted out that Pacific incorrectly assun'\oo 

that the 70/0 EPRl\{ surcredits Ylould have ~en in place by the time any 

reductions were ordet~. Therefore, Padfic#s initial calculations underestimated 
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the size of the proposed rate reductions and consequently underestimated the 

size of the stimulated net revenue offsct. After parti~ identified this flaw, Pacific 

in its rebuttal testimony agreed that the EPR~i surcrooit should not have been 

included. 

In their access revenue calculations attached to their 

testimony, lvlCI and AT&T made adjustments to Pacific's stimu]titioh cakulMion 

by using a post-surcredit booked revenue basis instead of a tariff billed revenue 

basis. The choke of a reve~ue base affects the measurement of the percentage 

rate. reduction, ,"vhich is an input in the stimulation calculation. 

3. Adopted MethOd 
\Ve adopt Padfic~s general method of cakulating its projected 

demand with some clarifications. \Ve have corrected for Pacific's initial inclusion 

of the EPRM. Also, we have chosen to use a suttredit rate or re\'erme base when 

cakulating the stimulation. 

Pacific's method of calculating the revenue offset generated by 
rate reductions is consistent with the methods employed in IRD. In IRD, We 

constructed our rate design with the assumption that Pacific should be able to 

capture its shtire of new market demand that would result from the proposed 

rate reductions. We also rC(ogniz~d that Pacific would incur some 

"implementation coststi in providing the stimulated volumes and thus only 

considered the net re\'enue provided by those stiil'lUlated volumes. 

Our adopted rate design involves percentage rate reductions 

(or toll service and access elements. Pacific's Rule 33 toll and access billing 

surcharge increments will chang~ after the price reductions ordet'oo in this 

decision by approximately one-half a percenfage point. (See Appendix D.) 

Thetefore, the stimulation factor is slightly high~t 'uSit~8 post-surcredit rather 

than tariff rates. Although the selection of a rale base does not materially affect 
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the stimulation f,lctor under our adopted rate design, we do clarify that we prefer 

to use the sUTCTOOitcd rate as the base tOf the tate adjustment. \\'e recognize that 

customers, cspC'CiaHy JXC atX'ess (ustomers, are a,\'are of q.nrent sUfcrooits or 

surcharges when nlaking their cOnSurl'IHion decisions. Addltion~ny, this 

position is consistent with the Commission's determination in D.96-02-o23 that 

post-surcredit (or surcharge) rates be used in calculating the stimulation factor. 

Pacific's actual experience might devi,ate from this estimation 

depending oil how it competes and on any unexpected changes in market 

conditions. Nonetheless, we will not intervene in the future to ensure that Pacific 

captures those projected volumes. To do s6 \vould risk con\p'ensating Pacific (or 

any competiti\'e losses and \\'ould be counter to our NRF principles .. 

IV. Intercotl'tl>any Settlel'tlent Eff~ts 
The Assigot'd Commissioner·s Ruling of July II, 1997 placed expectatiOhs 

on PaCific, as the administtator of the intercompany settlenlent pools, to work 

expeditiously and diligently with those small LEes that (oncur in its toll and 

access tariffs in order to determine the "industry" settlernent revel\ue effects 

resulting from a Con\nlission decision in this docket. However, we note that this 

decision not only changes ton and access rates and charges, but it also changes 

some of Pacific's local rates and charges (e.g:, ZUM, Custom Calling and Local 

Usage). As previously noted, changes in Pacific's local rates and charges will 

necessarily a(fed Pacific·s local exchange rate of return and subsequently the 

pa}'n'ents thai the small LECs \vill receive from Pacific fot ptoviding Ex'tended 

Area Service (EAS). Therefore, we win also require Pacific to provide the EAS 

"settlement" revenue impacts of this decision on affe(ted small L~Cs. 

Appendix B indicates that the total estln'latoo industry seUlem,ent revenue 

impacts of the adopted rate desigriior Pacific on srriall LEes iS$4,SOO/000 

(rounded)($3,352,300 - toll, $1,469,100 - access). The estimated tol1 arid access 
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settlement revcnue impacts we're dcrived using the toll and ac(css settlement 

factors contained in work papers provided by Pacific during the course of this 

proceeding. Howevcr, this rcoord does not contain a factor to be used for 

detcrmining HAS "settlement" revenues (or those sn\an LECs that provide EAS. 

Pacific shan within ten days (ton) the effective date of this decision 

calculate the non-recurring and recurring industry settlements effects of the price 

ceBh\g changes adopted by this dedsion and serve a draft copy of its results and 

sllpporting workpapers on the Con'unission's TelecommunicatiOns Div~sioI\ and 

all affected small LECs. Within 25 days of the effective date 01 this decision, 

Pacific shall file by advice letter subject to protest the industry settlement effects 

fot all affected small LECs. The small LECs may reflect theit respective 

settlement reVenue impacts, including the one-lime 1998 impacts, in their annual 

CHCF-A filings on October 1, 1998. 

Should there be disputes behveen the affected small LEes and Pacific 

regarding the settlement revenue impacts, the Commission will resoh'e any· 

disputes by resolution action. IE the Comn\ission determines that the matter 

should go to hearin~ it may open an appropriate proceeding to further review 

al\d investigate the issues. 

For Pacific, any incremental difference behveen the estimated settlement 

revenue impact of $4,,800,000 at AppendiX B and the industry settlement revenue 

impact resulting from Pacific running the adopted rates and charges through its 

setden\ent models should be included in Pacific's reconciliation of its 

$305.2 million estimate with its approved draw. 

Ffndfngs of Fact 
1. In R.95-01-Q20 and I.95-01-0~1, which were consolidated and filed On 

January 24, 1995, the Commission opened the universal service proceedlngCto 
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dc\'c}0p rules to pursu(! universal scr\'icc goals in a compctitive 

telecommunications en\'ironment. 

2. In 0.96·LO-066 in R.95-01"()20/1.95-01-021, the Commission adopted final 

universal service rules and established the CHCF·B for the five large and mid

size LEes. 

3. In D.96·10-066, the Con\n\ission adopted a surcharge mechanism to fund 

the CHCF·B and required that PaCific and the other CHCF-B COLRs offset any 

anticipated receipt of CHCF·B funds to avoid a windfall. The offset mechanism 

initially adopted is a monthly blUing surcredit calculated as an equal percentage 

rate reduction for all services except fot t(>sid~lltiaf basic service and rates set by 

contract. 

4. In D.96-10-066, the Commission afforded the five latge and mid-size LECs 

the opportunity to request by application a diUerent offset methodology that 

would reduce rates or price caps'downward to permanently offset the explicit 

subsidy support provided by theCHCF·B. 

5. On March 6, 1997, Pacific filed its application lor a permanent rate 

reducti01\ offset pursuant to'D.96-10-066. 

6. In its application, Pacific requests to include this proceeding in the 

Commission's experimental 58 960 program. 

7. The SB 960 experimental rules that govern this proceeding are set forth in 

Resolution ALJ-170 adopted January 13, 1997. 

8. Pursuant to Experimental Rule 5, on July II, 1997, a final scoping memo 

was issued by the assigned Commissioner confirming the (ategorizatlOil of this 

proceeding as IIratesetting/' adopting a procedural timetable, and specifying the 

issues to be addressed. 

9. EI~ven da}'s of evidentiary hearings were held in October and November 

of 1997 itl San Francisco, California. 
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10. The proc(X"'(Ung WilS subntitted with the re<'cipt of reply briefs on 

Februar}' 20, 1998. 

11. The primary issue in this proeccding is what is the appropriate permanent 

offset for Pacific's estimated $305.2 miIJion annual draw from the CHCp·B 

universal service fund. 

12. Also at issue in this proceeding is the appropriate elasticity factors that 

should be, ~pplied to any price reductions to toU and switched access services to 

refled the demand stimulation caused by price changes. 

13. Not all of Pacific's services provide implicit subsidy support for universal 

service. 

14. Toll, switched access senrice,local usage/ZUM, and cust~n\ calling 

serviCes contribute a high margin of revenue over direct costs. This high 

co-ntributiort margin is available to meet Pacific's shared and common costs and 

to provide an irilpJlcit subsidy to\\'ard the cost oi other services. 

15. On a total dollar, per-minute basis, P~cific's toll provides more 

contribution than does aCcess. 

16. AT&T compares the profit rate of Padfic's access to that of an IXC's totl. 

17. Pacific's cost of aCcess is lower than that of an IXC that uses switched 

access. 

18. The revenue to cost ratio for Pacific's toll is higher than that (or Pacific's 

access. 

19. Targeting aU toll reductions to MTS is consistent with our fRO decision. 

20. IXCs do not pay CHCF-B surcharges. 

21. The pledges of AT&T, lYICl, and Sprint .to flow-through any switched 

access price reductions from this decision to their customers are not suffident to 

establish that any switched access price r~tictions we adopt will be com.pletely 

and timely flowed-through to a broad-base of each IXC/s customers. 
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22. \Ve expect a significant amount of flow-through of switched afXC'SS price 

reductions will occur fronl the IXCs' competitive response to the r-.ilS toll 

reductions adopted by this dccision. 

23. In 0.96-10-066, the Commission did not use loc~lI usage revenues to offset 

the universal service fund, CHCF·B. 

24. This rccord provides no bright line to distinguish (1) how much of the 

contribution margin of a service is all implicit subsidy rather than a proper 

allocation of shared and con\mon costsl and (2) at what IC'iel a price reduction 
, .. 

using CHCp·B funds tonstitutes an unfair cornpetitive advantage to Pacific. 

25. The five high margin services identified by the parties as containing 

implicit subsidies all ha\le some level of competition today. 

26. This I'ctotd docs not resolve whether applyh\g a 7.029% EPRM surcredit to 

all of Pacific's services except basic residential serviCe would result in al\}, service 

being priced below cost. 

27. FBC's proposed EPRM sUfcredit would apply approximately 40% of the 

rate reduction offset to serVices that no party recommended be reduced. 

28. The Con\ffiission has yet to determine the cost components of the N(C rate 

element of switched access. 

29. The two elernents of switched access service that should receive the price 

reductions (Of switched access are the pet call set-up charge and the access per 

minute charge of the local switching element of the end office rate. 

30. It is reasonable to apply an equal percentage price reduction to local usage 

and ZUM services. 

31. For this proceeding, a price reduction is preferable to a billing surcredit 

because customers understand and respond nlore precisely to price changes. 
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32. An annual true-up me<hanism (or the permanent r,ltc reduction offset is 

not nccessar)' or appropriate. 

33. The price elasticity of demand is the percentage change in demand 

generated by a one percent change in price. 

34. \Ve account for the- demand stln\ulation created by price changes in order 

to obtain an accurate measure of the revenue impacts from prke changes. 

35. In 0.94-09-065/ the Commission adopted an inttaLATA toU elasticity of -.5 

and a switched access elastkityof -.44. 

36. In this application/ Patificpresents new estimates of intraLATA toll 

ela$ticity and intrastate switched access elasticity that are lowerl in absolute 

value, that those adopted in D.9-1-09-065. Pacific's toU study yields an elasticity of 

-.20 and its switched access study yieJ.ds an elasticity of -.24. 

37. Pacific's elasticity results are not driven by its model specifiCations; an\ong 

the range of elasticity estimates generated from alternative lnodel speCifications, 

Pacific's figures are near the high end. 

38. In his $coping l\1emo/ COJ1\missioner Knight ruled that this proceeding 

should use current data to set the elasticity factors. 

39. Pacific has estimates ofits intraLATA toll market share that arc lower than 

its market share that would be calculated using the data from its intraLATA toU 

elasticity study. 

40. Pacific's toll elasticity study aggregated both business and residential toll 

traffic. 

41. In IRD/ the Commission considered Pacific's disaggregatcd elasticity 

study, but adopted an aggregate elasticity for both residential and business toll. 

42. ORA docs not prOVide a convincing reason \vhy we should reject Pacific's 

study for using an aggregated elasticity factor. 
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43. The consun\ers of access, the IXCs, arc different fton, the end-usc 

consumers of toll. 

44. The loll elasticity and the switched acccss elasticity estinlates ate within 

one standard deviation from. one another. 

45. The record is inconclusive as to whether Pacific should have included the 

bypass market in its toll study. 

46. There is no a priOri reason that market elasticity should 'change because 

there are more competitors. 

47. Pacific estimates market elasticity (or intraLATA toll and intrastate 

switched acceSs. 

48. Elastidty is not a static measurej it can change over time. 

49. The IRD-adopted elasticity factors reliedOI\ a variety'o! demand studies, 

some of whiCh used linear dcmat\d functions. 

SO. In lin~ar demand functions; elasticity decreases When price decreases or 

volume increaSes. 

51. It is unlikely that the use of post-surcredit, inflation-adjusted rates in 

Pacific#s study leads to a significant under-t>stimation of elasticity. 

52. Pacific's study captures significant demand responses that occur up to 

12 months after a price change. 

53. The EPR~t which \Y(,uld have gone into effect after October 1996 is not 

considered in Pacific's elasticity studies, which relied on data from January 1992 

through September 1996. 

54. Pacific's estimates of the elasticity of intraLATA toll and intrastate 

switched ac~ess are reasonable .• 

55. GTEC's market area does not coincide with Pacific's. 
. . . 

56. GTEC's customei$ were nevetgiven notice and an opportunity to 

participate in the issue of GTEC'selastidty, an issue that can affect GTEC's rates. 
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57. Pacific's n\ethod of calculating the revenue in'tpact of elasticity generated 

by rate reductions is consistent with the n\cthod used in 0.94-09-065, \\-'ith 

adjustments, and is a reasonable nlelhod to usc (or this decision. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. The exhibits and briefs submitted under seal in this proceeding shaH 

remain under seal at the Comn\iSsion for a period of one year from the date of 

this ruling, and during that period should not be made accessible or disclosed to 

anyone other than C'oIl\mission stall ex(ept on the further order or ruling of the 

Commission, the Assigned COn\n\iSstoner, the assigned ALJ, or the AL] then 

designated as Law and Motion Judge. 

2. If any party believes that further protection of the exhibits and briefs 

submitted under seal is needed after one year, it may file a n\otionstating the 

justification for further withholding the exhibits (ron\ public inspection, or (or 

such other relief as the Commission rules may then provide. This motion should 

be filed no later than one month before the expiration of this protective order. 

3. The n\otions of Padfit, FBC, Mel, Sprint, and TURN requesting to file 

under ~eal an unredactcd (OpY 01 their briefs should be granted. 

4. OUt goals in adopting a rate reduction offset should be to (1) target the 

services parties demonstrate contain implicit subsidies; (2) ensure the rate 

reductions We adopt result in sustainable prices; and (3) reduce the rates within 

these services in a marinel' which benefits the broadest base of customers. 

5. Recognizing the limitations of the cost data available in this proceeding, we 

should rely on the relative magnitude of the measuremet1ts, not the precise 

calculations, and we should not use the revenue/cost measu"tements to equalize 

margins between services Or to reduce the peke 01 any service too dose to its 

existing price floor. 
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6. \Vc should reduce prices and/or prkc ceilings (ot all five of the services 

identified as providing implicit subsidies in ordcr to achieve our goals. 
. . 

7. In 0.96-10-066, we (ound that the I\eed for sustainable prices \vas a primary 

reason for establishing thc CHeF-B. 

8.· \Ve should not reduce any service neaf the price floors the Commission has 

previously detern\incd are sufficient to prevent anti-competitive behavior. 
. . . 

9. \Ve should not adopt the EPRM as.a pennanent rate of(setf6i Pacific. 

10. Pacific's rate reduction offset propOsal does not meet out goals .. 

11. \Ve should not .adopt the specific pr1(e reductions proposed by Pacific. 
o t. . 

12. Toll provides a rela6,'ely'larger contribution than does access. 

13. We should apply all toll reductions tQ Pacific'S basic MTS for residential 

and business customers. 

14. In applying price teducti6n~ to- toll, it is reasonable t~ effeCtively eliminate 
. . 

the volume discount provision of PaCific's residential and business MIS tariffs. 

15. We should i'edu~e the prke (eiling for Category II services. 

16. It is reasonable to provide the funds to support residentlalMTS toU parity 

fron\ revenues that \vould otherwise go to price redu·ctions for custom calling 

services. 

17. We should not apply price reductions to the NIC. 

18. We should apply the largest prke reductions to toll because it has the 

highest contribution n)argin and has historically provided the largest implicit 

subsidy for universal servi(e. 

19. The price reductions adopted for local exchange and ZUM are reasonable 

and should not discourage ne\v competitive entrants. 

20. The price reductions ~et forth in Ap'pendix C are reasonable and should be 

adopted. 
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21. Sufficient procedures {or the CHCF·B fund arc in place for the 

Comr'nlssion to impten\ent a permanent rate reduction offset for Pacific. 

22. If the CHCp·B is not activated prior to Pacific implementing its permanent 

rate reduction offsctl Pacific may apply to be compensated for the time vaJue of 

money in a (Hanner consistent with that set forth in D.98-01·023 as modified by 

0.98-04-068. 

23. We should' not r(-jed Pacific's study of toU elasticity for not accounting for 

a toll bypass market. 

24. Padfic shou1d file tariffs to implement the price ~eductions adopted in 

Appendix C by compliance letter filing within 15 days of this decislon. This 

compliance filing should be limited to current tariffs only, modified to reflect the 

authorizations of this dedsioni r\O other tariff modifications may be presented as 

part of this (on\pliartce filing. The tttriffs filed should be effective no earlier than 

15 days after filing and no later than 60 days aftet filing and shall have an 

cffecth;e date o( the first ~alcndar day of a month. 

25. Pacific should file revised tariff sheets to reflect the adopted increments to 

its SchtXlule A-21 Rule 33- Billing Sutcharges, shown in Appendix D. 

26. Pacific should reconcile its $30S.i million estimate \\-tUh its approved draw 

from the CHCF-B for the 12-month period immediately pl'e<eding the date rates 

are effective. If the adjustment resulting from Pacific's I'econdliatton of its $305.2 

n\illion estimate to its approved draw from the CHCF·B is within 10% of $305.2 

million, Pacific shOUld file by cOl1\pliance letter to I'ecovcr or refund the 

difference through a change to lotal usage and ZUM prices. IE the adjustment is 

gre""ter than 10% of $305.2 million, PaCific's advice letter filing should be 'subject 

to protest. 

27. We should not adopt an annual true-up mechanism. 

28. This proceeding should use current data to set the elasticity factors. 
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29. \\'c should not reject P~lcific's study for using an aggregatoo elasticity 

(actor. 

30. It is a reasonable result (or the switched access elasticity n\easurc to be 

higher than the toU elasticity. 

31. It is a reasonable result for the elasticity measures in this proceeding to be 

lower than. those adopted in n~D. 

32. The price data used in Pacific's elasticity studies do not lead to an under

estimation of e1asticity. 

33. We should adopt an elasticity of -.20 for toll and -.24 for switched aCcess 

for this proceeding. We should adopt I>acific's general n\ethod of calculating its 

proj~ted demand with a correction for Pacific's initial inclusion of the EPR~i. 

34. Elasticity should be reexamined in future proceedings in light of current 

data and OlOre sophisticated studies, and should address at least the questions set 

forth in Section III.C.6 of this decision. 

35. We should not adopt elasticity factofs for GTEC in this proceeding. 

36. Pacific should within ten days from the effective date6f this decision 

calculate the non-recurring and recurring the industry settlement effeCts of the 

price changes adopted by this decision and serve a draft copy of its results and 

supporting workpapers on the Conunission's Tete(oriullunications Division and 

all affected small LECs. Should Pacific deei'll its \Vorkpal'crs to be proprietary, it 

should provide each of the affected srnall LECs their respective W'orkpapets that 

support the LEe's settlement revenue impacts. Within 25 days of the effective 

date of this decision, Padfic shan file by advice letter subject to protest the 

industry settlement effects for all affected small LECs. The small LECs may 

refled theit respective settlement revenue impacts, including the one-time 1998 

impacts, in their annual CHCF-A filings on October 1,1998. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The motions of Pacific B('l1 (Pacific), Facilities-Based Carriers, Mel 

Tc1ccon\nlunications Corporation, Sprint Communications Company L.P., and 

The Utility Reforn\ Network requesting to file under seal unredacted copies of 

their briefs are granted. 

2. The exhibits and briefs submitted under seal ill this proceeding shan 

remain under seal at the Commission tor it period of one yearfron\ the date of 

this ruling, and dUTingthat period shan not be made accessible or disclosed to 

anyone other than Commission staff except on the further order or ruling of the 

Commission, the Assigned Commissioner, the assigned Administrative Law 

Judge (ALJ), or theAL) then designated as Law and MotiOl\ Judge. 

3. If any party believes that (urthet protection of the exhibits and brlefs 

submitted under seal is needed after one year, it may file a motion stating the 

justification for further withholding the exhibits from public inspection, or for 

such other relief as the COn\n\ission rules may then provide. This motion shall be 

filed no later than one month before the expiration of this protective order. 

4. The price changes set forth in Appendix C are adopted. 

5. Pacific shall filetarUfs to implement the price reductions adopted in 

Appendix C by compliance letter filing within 15 days of this decision. This 

compliance filing must be lin\ited to current tariffs only, modified t() reflect the 

authorizations of this decisioni no other tariff modifications may be presented as 

part of this compliance filing. The tariffs filed shall be effective no ear1ier than 15 

days after filing and no later than 60 days after filing and must have an effective 

date of the first calendar day of a month. 

6. Pacific shall file revised taril( sheets to reflect the adopted increments to its 

Schedule A·2, Rule 33 Surcrcdits, shown in AppendiX D. 
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7. P,ldfic shall reconcile its $305.2 million ~stimate with its approved draw 

from the California High Cost Fund (CHCF-B) (or the 12-n'tonth period 

immediately preceding the date rat~s are effective. If the adjustment resulting 

(rom Pclcific's rc«>nciHatioll of its $305.2 million estimate to its approved draw 

from the CHCF-B is within 10% of $305.2 nlillion, Pacific shall file by (.~mp1iaJ\ce 

advice letter to recover or refund the difference through a chan~e to lotal usage 

and zoned usage measurement prkes. J( the adjustment is greatc?t than 10% of 
$305.2 million" Pacific's advice letter filing will be subject to protest. " 

8. We adopt an elCtsticity of -.20 "tor toll and -.24 fots\vitched access for this 

proceeding. \Ve adopt Pacific's gene_ral method of calculating itsproject~ 

demand with a correction for Pacific's initial inclusion of the equal percentage 

reduction. 

9. We do not" adopt elasticity factors fot GTE California, Inc. in this 

proceeding. 

10. Pacific shall within ten days from the effective d~te of thiS decision 

calculate the non-recurring and recurring industry settlernertt e"lfects of the price 

changes adopted by this decision arid serve a draftcopy of its results and 

supporting workpapers 01\ the Conlmissiorl's TelecoI'ru'i\unications Division and 
" -

all affected small LECs. Should Pacific deem its workpapers to be proprietary, it 

should then provide each of the affected small tEes their respective \vorkpapers 

that support the LEe/s settlement revenue impacts. \Vlthin 25 days of the 

effective date of this decision, Pacific shall file by advice letter subject to protest 

the industry settlement effects (or all affected small LEes and/or provide 

Extended Area Service. The small LECs may reflect their respective settlement 

revenue impacts in their annual CHCF-A filings on October 1, 1998. 
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11. Any Incremental difference bel\\'een the esth;t,ated settlement revenue 

impact of $4,800,000 at Appendix B and Pacific's adviCe letter fiUng should be 
included in Pacific's reconciliation of its $305.2 milli6n estimate with its approved 

draw. 

12. This proceeding is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated July 2, 1998, at San Francisco, Califomia. 

I will file a partial dissent. 

/5/ JOSIAH L. NEEPER' , 
COO\Il\issioner 

RICHARD A. alLAS 
Ptesid'ent 

P.GREGORY CONLON· 
'. JESSIE J. I<NIGHT, JR~. ..,. 
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Appendix A 

Pacific Bell 
Total Proposed Universal Service Surcredit Billing Base = $ 4,342,000,000· 4: 

($000) 

. Custom c3tr109 
BiImg$= 
$2$6,00)-

EPRM 00tin9 Reoocoon = 
${20,100) 

1% 

Ae«:ss 
8iIIiog$ = 
$340.000 

EPRM 8iIng ReOOdioo = 
${23.900} 

8% 

ZUf.M.6caI Usage 
Bar~= 

. $Sn.200 . 
~PRM 8iIing Reduction:: . 

$(41.600) 
16% 

BusnessToi 
.mr~= 
$506.500 -

EPRM &it19'~:: 
$(35.6(0) -

12% 

ResideticeToi 
B«Ung$ :; ._ 
$818,(0) 

EPRM Billing ReooifJon :: 
$(51.5(0) 

19% 

• SeMOOs tor Which N6 ReductiOns Were Requested iOdllde~ B~sine$$ R~l'ringt Special .. 
~. C.O. Feah.lres. Busio&sS service COnnects, Oirect~ Assistance, and Other Incidental 
Revenues. _ (Source: Pacific Be;rs Decembet, 1996, MR4RepOil) 

tot As taJcUlatedfrom Pacific Belfs Ad.Jte leH~ 186088 .. 
(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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Appendix B 

Adopted Rates 
Pacific Bell Rate Rebalancing Summary 

InUemtiltal 
Sen'l~e Billings 

(SOOO) 

1 MTS (152,700) 
2 S"itched Access (60,000) 
3 Custom Calling Senicc.s (7,100) 
4 LccallZone Usage Measurement (ZU~1) . (80,SOO) 
5 Total Billings (300,300) 
6 Imptementati()I'l Stimulation Costs (9,700) 
1 Settlements • 4,800 
8 Total Rewnue Eft~ts of Price Change.s (305,200) 
9 Pacific BeU's Total Estimated USF Subsidy 305,200 

• Acc~ss Settlements Eff«t == $ 1,469,100 

Toll Settlements Eff«t = $ 3.lSl.300 

Does not include EAS settlement eff«ts. 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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Appendix C 

Pr~sent and Adopted Rates for Padfic Bell 

Rate Element 
Local Usage 
l«-al Usage. Business· Initia1 Minute 

~ Usage • Business· Additional Minute 

Local Usage· Residence - Initial ~linu\e 

IMal Usage. Residence· Additional Minute 

Zone Usage Measurement (ZUM) 
ZUM • Business· Initial Minute 

ZUM • Business· Additional Minute 

ZUM • Residence· Initial Minute 

ZUM • Residence· Additional Minute 

Switched Access Service 
IlOCal Switching 

LSI • Feature Groups A and B 
Call set-up, per tall 
PecMOU 

Day 
E\'ening 
Night/Weekend 

Day 
Evening 
Night/Weekend 

Day 
E\'ening 
Night/Weekend 

Day 
Evening 
NightiWeekend 

Day 
Evening 
Night 

Day 
Evening 
Night 

Day 
E\'ening 
Night 

Day 
Evening 
r-:ight 

Appendix c· Pagt I of6 

Recurring Ra.te 
Current 
Ceiling 

$0.0333 
$0.0233 
$0.0133 

$0.0105 
$0.0073 
$0.00-12 

SO.0333 
$0.0233 
$0.0133 

SO.0105 
$0.0073 
$0.0042 

$O.OSOS 
$0.0565 
SO.0323 

SO.0181 
$0.0126 
$0.0072 

$O.OSOS 
$0.0565 
$0.0323 

$0.0181 
$0.0126 
$0.0072 

$0.01438 
$0.00315 

Adopted 
Ceiling 

$0.0293 
SO.0205 
$0.Oil7 

$0.0093 
$O.OO6t 
SO.0037 

$0.0293 
$0.0-205 
SO.OH? 

$0.0093 
$0.0064 
$0.0037 

$0.0712 
$0.0493 
$0.0285 

50.0169 
$0.0'111 
50.0003 

$0.0712 
$0.0498 
$0.0285 

$0.0159 
SO.Olll 
$0.0063 

$0.00916 
$0.00201 
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Present and Adopted Rates for Pacific Bell 

Rate Element 
Swhched Access Ser\'l~ (continued) 

LS2 • Featu~ Groups 0. D. 
PVN AC(ess. SOO and 900 Access 

Call set·up. per call 
PetMOU 

CUstom Call1ng (Residential) 
Call Waiting 
Call Forn-atd.ing 
Busy CaUFonnrdil'ig 
a·Way caliing 
Speed Dialing (8 cOdes) . 
Speed Dialing (30 codes) 
Call Return 
Call Streen . 
Priorit)' Ringing 
Repeat Dialing 
Select Call Forwarding 
Remote Acte$$lCall Forwarding 
Call Trace 
Call Relurn (per use basis)· ' 
Repeat DIaling (pet use basis)~ 
FeMure Packages 
TWQFeatu~s 

Three Features 
Four or mOre Featu~s 

.. (no effect on adopted rates due to. roundirig) 

Custom Call1ng (Bustness) 
Call Waiting 
Call F6rwarding 
Busy Call Forwarding 
3-Way Calling 
Sp<!ed Dialing (8 codes) 
Speed Dialing (30 rodes) 
Call Return 
CaUScreen 
Priority ~iI\ging 
Repeat Dialing 
Select Call Fonvatding 
Remote A~esslCal1 Fonyatding 
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Recurring Rate 
Current Adopted 
CelHng CelUnj 

$0.01438 
$0.00315 

$3:~ 
S3.60 
$3.60 
$3.50 
$3.50 
$5.00 
$3.50 
$3.60 
$3.50 
$3.60 
$3.60 
$1.00 
$5.00 
$0.75 
$0.75 

$3.50 
$3.50 
$3.60 

$4.20 
$4.20 
$1.20 
$4.20 
$4.20 
$6.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$5.00 
$1.50 

$0.00916 
$0.00201 

$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$4.90 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 
$1.00 
$4.90 
$0.75 
$0.75 

$3.40 
$3.40 
$3.40 

$4.10 
$4.10 
$4.10 
$4.10 
$4.10 
$5.85 
$4.90 
$4.90 
$4.90 
$4.90 
$4.90 
$1.45 
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Prescnt and Adopted Rates for Pacific Bell 

Rate Element 
CaUTraoo 
Call Return (per use basis)' 
Repeat Dialing (per use basis)~ 

'(no effect on adopted rates due to rounding) - -

Bustness MTS (DbD>. Mileage Band 

. Business MTS • Initial Min· Day' 13 ·16 
17 .. 20 
21· 25 
26·30 ' 
31~'40-

41· 50 
01·70 
11+ 

13 ·16 
17·20 

Business MTS • Inittal ~~iri. EYe 

21· 25 
26 & 30 
31· 4() .-
U· 50 
61'~ 70 -
11+ \ 

13416· 
17 .. 20 

BusinesS ,MTS - Initial Min. Night 

21· 25 
26·30 
31 .. 40 
41 .. 50 
61· 70 
'11+ 

13 ·16 
17.20 

Business MTS • Add') Min· Day 

21· 25 
26· 30 
31·40 
41·50 
51·10 
'11+ 

Business MTS • Add'l Min· Eve 13 .. 16 
n"20, 
21· 25 

. 26 ~ 30-
. 31·-tO 

41 .. 50 
l/ 51·70 

71+ -
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Recurrhlg Ra te .. 
Current 
Cellhig···· 

$5.00 
$0:~6 
$0.75 

$0.1140 . 
$().1l40 
$0.1300 . 
$0.1300 . 
$0.13~ -
$0.1470 
$0.1470 
$0.1470 

$0.0912 -
$0.0912. 
$0.18H-
to. 1 
$0.1088 
$0.1170 
*0.1176 

0.1176 

$0.06S4 
$OJ)S84 
$0.0816 . rSl(; 
0.081S 
0.0882 

$0.0882 
$0.0882 

$0.0700 
$0.0700 
$0.1140 
$0.1140 
$0.1140 . 
$0.1250 
$0.1250 
SO. 1360 

$0.0560 
iO.OS60 
0.oot2 ;. 

ro·0912 
0.0912 , 

$0.1000 . 
~0.1000 
0.108S 

Adopted 
Cellbig 

$4.90 
$0.75 
$0.75 

$O.(\$()9 : 
-$O.~ 

~.~ .0966 i8.0966 
O.lO-i4 

$0.1044 
$0.1044 

$0.0648 
$0.0048. 
$O.O71? 
$0.0772 
$0.0772 
$0.0835 
$0.0835 

- $0.0835 

~0.~86 
0.0486 

$0.()S19 
$0.05'f9 
$0.0579 
$0.0026 
$0.0026 
$0.0626 

$0.0491 
iO.0497 
0.0S09 

$0.0800 
$0.0809 
$0.0888 
$O.OSSS 
$0.0966 

$0.0398 
. $0.0398 to.0648 

0.0048' 
$0.0648 
$O.O'1iO 
$O.()'110 
$0.0772 
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PC("-Senl and Adopted Rates fot Pacific Bell 

Recurring Ra.te 
Current Adopted 

Rate Element CelUng CelUng 
Mlleag~ Banq 

Busine~ M1'S· Add') Min. Night 13 ·16 $0.0.f20 $0.0298 
1'1,. 20 $0.Q420 $0.0298 
21 ~ 25 $0.0684 ~.04S6 26· 30' $0.0684 0.0486 ' 
31 ~ 40 

r-
0684 $0.04S6 

41 .. 50, 0.0750 $0.OS33 " 
5b'10' 0.0750 $O.OS33 ' 
'11+ $0.0816 $0.0579 

Resldetlce MTS (DUD) 
13 ~ i6 ' $0.1140 $O.()S~ , Residen6e MTS • Initial Min· Day 
17· 20 $().1l40. $0.0800 
21·25 $0.1360 $0.0966 
26 ~ sO $0.1360 $0.0006 
31· 40 $0.1360 $O,OOM 
41 .. 60 $0.1470 $O.lo.t4 
51· 70 $0.1470 $0.1~4 
71+- $0.1470 SO.t04:! 

Residen6e ~rrs . Initial Min· E\'e 13·lS $0.0912 $0_0048 
17 .. 20 $0.0912 SO.0048 
21· 25 $0.1088 $0.0772 
26 .. 30 ' $0. lOSS $0.0772 
31· 40 $0. lOSS $0.0'1-12 
41·50 $0.1176 $0.0835' 
51· 70 ~O.1l76 $0.0S35 
71+ 0.1176 $0.0835 

Residence ~rrs .Initia) Min ~ Night 13·16 ' $Q.0684 $0.0486 
17·20· $0.0684 $0.0486 
21·25 $0.0816 $0.0579 
26.30 $CH'816 $0.0579 
31.46 $0.0816 $('-0579 
41· 60 $0.0882 $0.0026 
51· 70 $0.0882 $0.(,'1626 
71+ $0.0882 $0.0026 

Residence MTS • Add'l Min .. Day 13 - 16 $0.0700 $0.0497 
17· 20 ~0.O700 $0.0497 
21· 25 0.1140 $0.0S09 
26· 30 $0.1140 $0.0809 
31 .. 40 $0.1140 $0.0809 
41- 50 $0.1260 $0.08S8 
61·'it:) $0.1250 $O.OSSS 
'11+ SO.136() $0.0900 

13 .. IS 
).. , 

. $0.0398 Residence MTS .. Add'. Min· EYe $O.g500 
11,20 $0. ~, ~.()3~ , 
21· ~& $0.0912 0:0048 ' 
28· 30 $0.~12 '!O.0048 
31· 40 $O.(l912 0.0648 
-iI-50 $0.1000 $0.0710 
61-70 $0.1000 $0.0710 
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ApiX'ndix C 

Prescnt and Adopted Rates for Pacific BeJl 

Rate Elemen\ 

Residence MTS • Add') Min .. Night 

Calling Card _ 
Calling Card· MTS • Initial Min· Day 

Calling Card· MTS • Initial Min· Eve 

Calling Card· M1'S· Initial Min· Night 

Calling Card· MTS· Add'l Min .. Day 

Mileage Band 

71+ 

13·16 
1'1· 20 
21· 25 
26 .. 30 
31· 40 
41· 60 
61- 70 
71+ 

0-12 
13· IS 
17 .. 20 
21· 25 
26 .. 30 
31 .. 40 
41·60 
61,,7e 
71+ 

0·12 
13 ·16 
17·20 
21· 25 
26·30 
31· 40 
41- 50 
61- 70 
71+ 

O· 12 
13 .. 16 
1'1· 20 
21· 25 
26·30 
31· 40 
41 .5O 
51 ·70 
71+ 

0·12 
13 ·16 
17·20 
21· 25 
26· 30 
31· 40 
41· 50 
51·70 
11+ 
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Recurring Rate 
Current Adopted 
Celllng Ceiling 

$0. lOSS 

$0.().l20 
$0.0420 
$0.0684 
$0.0684 
$0.Q68.t 
$0.075() 
$0.0750 
$0.0816 

$0.1656 
$0.1656 
$0.1556 
$O.H)56 
$0.1956 
$0.1956 
$0.2256 
$0.2256 
$0.2556 

$0.1156 
$0.1156 
$0.1156 
$O.lG56 
$0.1$56 
$0.1656 
$0.1766 
$0.1756 
$O.ISb6 

$0.0656 
$0.0656 
$0.0656 
$0.1056 
$0.10~ 
$0.1056 
$0.1356 
$0.1356 
$0.1656 

$0.0056 
$0.065(; 
$0.0056 
$0.1256 

-$0.1256 
$0.1256 
$0.1456 
$0.1456 
$0.1956 

$0.0772 

$0.0298 
$0.029S 
$0.0486 
$0.0486 
$0.0486 
SO.OS33 
$0.0533 
$0.OS79 

SO. 1105 
$0.1105 
$0.1105 
$0.1389 
$0.1$$9 
$0.1389 rl602 

0.1602 
0.1815 

$0.0321 
1°·0821 0.0821 

- 0.1176 
$0.1176 
$0.1176 
$0.1247 
to.1247 

0.1318 

$0.0466 
$0.0466 
$0.0466 
$0.0150 
$0.0760 
$0.0750 
$0.0963 
$0.0963 
$0.1176 

$Q.o.t66 
$0.0466 -
$O.c).l66 
$0.0892 
t>O.OS92 
$0.0892 
$0.1034 
$0.1034 
$0.13S9 
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Present and Adopted Rates for Pacific Bell 

Recurring Rate 
Current Adopted 

Rate Element Celling CelUng 
Mileage Band 

Calling Card· MTS • Add'l Min· EYe 0 .. 12 $0.0-156 
13·16 iO.O-I56 
17·20 0.0-156 
21- 25 $0.1056 
26· 30 $0.1056 
31- 40 1°·1056 
41'" 6C~ .. 0.1156 
61 .. 70 $0.1156 
71+ $0.1356 

Calling Card .. MTS - Add'l Min· Night" 0·12 $0.0456 
13 .. 16 $0.0456 
17·20 $0.0456 
21 .. 25 $(1.0756 
26 .. 3o. $0.0766 
31·40 $0.0756 
41·50 $0.0$56 
51· 70 $0.0S56 
71+ $0.1356 

Calling Card .. Station S"c ChArge $0.35 

Residence Direct Discount Plan (RDDP) 

Discount: A dis«>unt of 1Mb is applica~le on all Residen~ DDP charges in excess of $5 
pe"r month. Residente custOJrters shall pa)' the lower of RODP rates after d~t 
discounts and Residence MTS rates, i.e .• the same ~nditi6n that currently 
applies to Pacific's Business Direct Discount Plan will also apply to Residence DDP. 

(END OF ApPENDIX C) 
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$0.032-1 
$0.0324 
$0.Q324 
$0.0750 
$0.0160 
$0.0760 
$0.0821 
$0.OS21 
$0.0963 

$0.0324 
~0.()324 
0.0324 

$0.0537 
$0.0537 
$0.0537 .. 
$0.0608 
$0.060S 
$0.0963 

$0.25 
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Appendix D 

" , 

. Pacific Bell, -
Adopted Billing Surcharge increments 

Schedule A·~ .. 
Rate Iteni 
Number. 

I.A (Excl.tange): " . 
I.B (Toll)! . 
I.e (Access): 

.. 

R~ulrlng 

·0.098% ,'., 
·0.480% 
·0.$10% 

(END OF APPENDIX D) 
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Commissioner Jostah L. Neeper, Dissenting In part: 

I dissent in part, but only in part, from the Order adopted by the 

majority. I dissent to that part of the decision that directs interexchange 

carriers (lEGs) to verify through a reporting requtrement that the rate 

reductions applied to switched access service have been implemented 

and effective. 

Underlying the desire to dictate ho\v carriers should spend a 

savings that result from reduced access (ate is an obsolescent 

philosophical vestige from a single-service provider era regulation that 

the regulator must ensure "pass-through" to customers. I believe such 

a requirement is unnecessary and unwarranted in a" deregulated market 

such as the long distance t~lephony \vhere rates have continued to 

come down as a result of conlpetition and consequently. 

The fact that there is intense competition in the long dist~nce 

market with dynamic changes in market shares of carriers and rates are 

the main competitive tools is a good indicator that regulatory actions 

are not necessary to protect customers interest. In fact, it is precisely 

because the 10.ng distance market is competitive that we classified 

companies like AT&T, one of the largest long distance carriers, and 

over 500 others as non-dominant carrier freeing them fr6m the 

shackles of numerous regulations. In August of last year when we 

classified AT&T as non dominant, we noted as one of the reasons for 
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our action, its declining nlarket share which had continued to slide over 

the years from·a high of 70% in 1989 to about 66% in mId 1997 of 

last year. Similarly,' AT&T's control of transmission capacity Was only 

20%; which means its competitors can readily absorb AT&T's entire 

customer base v/ithout adding capacity. 

'Events like these proved that the long distance market is 

competitive and thus subject to minimal regulation that forbears (ate 

oversight a'nd provides olaximum flexibility in (ate setting and changes. 

Having dismantled a monopoly era regulation in lieu of a laissez faire' 

regulatory policy for this secto( of the market, I fin'd it quite perplexing 

that if somehow, coincidentally, an element of the cost of long 

distance service is to be offset through our regulation of a dorrHnant 

carrie( such as Pacific Bell, that we find a renewed interest to ensure 

that this offset must be upassed through" to consumers through a 

tegulatory direction. The proposal ~s fallacious because, one, the 

Commission has no means of ensuring that the offset is passed on to 

consumers since lEGs are free to lower and (aise rates; and, two, if 

#tpassing through" the offset becomes an overriding concern, (e-

regulation of the industry will be necessary, which defies logic and the 

reality of the market. 

Furthermore, the forewarning in the majority decision, which 

smacks of a threat, that this Commission may consider IECs' 

compliance with this direction in the switched aCcesS reform 

proceeding is antithetical to the principles of a competitive market. 
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This mix and match of a Utef6tmed monopoly"regulatloni
, approach 

" " 

needs to be checked $0 that we do not create in the market 
'. 

, unnecessary market distortion. 

For all the above rea"sons, I will dissent in part. 

San Ftancisco. California 
July 2. 1998 

lsI Josiah L Neeper 
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Commissioner Josiah L. Neeper, Dissenting In part: 

I dissent in part, but only in part, from the Order adopted by the 

majority. I dissent to that part of the decision that directs ir'lterexchange 

carriers (lEes) to verify through a reporting requirement that the rate 

reductions applied to switched access service have beel) impremented 

and effective. 

Underlying the desire to dictate how carriers should spend a 

savings that result from reduced access rate is an obsolescent 

philosophical vestige from a slngle-service provider era regulation that 

the regulator mu~t ensure "pass-through" to customerS. I believe such 

a requirement is unnecessary and unwarranted in a deregulated market 

such as the long diStance terephony where rates have continued to 

come down as a result 6f competition and consequently. 

The fact that there is intense competition in the long distance 

market with dynamic changes in market shares of carriers and rates are 

the main conlpetitive tooJs is a good indicator that regulatory actions 

are not necessary to protect customers interest. In fact, it is precisely 

because the long distance market is competitive that we classified 

companies like AT&T, one of the largest rong distance carriers, and 

over 500 others as non-dominant carrier freeing them from the 

shackles of numerous regulations. In August of last year when We 

classified AT&T as non dominant, we noted as one of tho reasons for 
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our action, its declining market share whtch had continued to slide over 

the years from a high of 70% in 1989 to about 550/0 in mid 1991 of 

last year. Similarly, AT&T's control of transmission capacity was only 

20%; which mearlS its competitors can readily absorb At&T's entire 

customer base without adding capacity. 

Events like these proved that the long distance market is 

competitive and thus subject to minil'l'!al regulation that forbears rate 

oversight and provides maximum flexibility in rate setting and changes. 

Having dismantfed a monopoly era regulation in lieu of a laissez faire 

regulatory policy for this sector of the market, I find it quite perplexing . 

that if somehow, coincidentally, an element of the cost of long 

distance service is to be Offset through Our regulation of a dOminant 

carrier such as Pacific Bell, that we find a rene\\1ed interest to ensure 

that this offset must be "passed through" to consumers through a 

regulatory direction. The proposal is fallacious because, one, the 

Commission has no nleans of ensuring that the offset is passed on to 

consumers since IECs are free to lower and raise rates; and, two, if 
"passing through" the offset becomes an overriding concern, re-

regulation of the industry will be necessary, which defies logic and the 

reality of the market. 

Furthermore, the forewarning in the majority decision, which 

smacks of a threat, that this Commission may consider IECs' 

compliance with this direction in the switched access reform 

proceeding is antithetical to the principles of a competitive market. 
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Thts mix and o1atch of a "reformed monopoly regulatIon" approach 

. needs to be checked so that we do not· create in the market 

unnecessary market distortion. 

For aU the above reasons, I will dissent in part. 

San Francisco, California 
July 2,1998 
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Commissioner 


